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COURT ST. BAPTIST CHURCH

WE HAVE WITH US

Sunday was ’Rally Day at the First
Under his picture on the editorial
Baptist church and large audiences page and under the caption “ We Have
The government crop forecast
were present at all of the services. ! With Us", the Portland Express has
issued Oct. 1st, shows that the potato j
At the Sunday school hour 377 gather- j the following to say about Hon. Frank
crop In the United States is 345,844,000 !
ed in the various classes and depart-, Peabody:
bushels, last year the estimate was
ments and later at the call of Super- j It is only fair to say that the man
428.368.000 bu., an average for 5 years
intemlent John B. Maxell all of them j with us today is one of the big men of
1916*1919 was 371,283,000 bu.
!
assembled in the auditorium for , be ‘ he State, even though lie Is a DemoThe October forecast for Maine is j
.' crat. He is a member of the State
32.779.000 bu.
Last year it w a s1
promotion exercises as the classes of i Highway Commission, having been ap22.140.000 bu.
;
gradnates were promoted from o n e ! pointed by former Clovernor
Curtis.
rnor Curtis.
grade to the next higher
Mr. Peabody was born in New Bruns
The total shipments in the U. S. i
The scholars showed that wise and wick but moved to Houlton, Maine.
for Saturday, Oct. 8, was 1632 cars,
' when he was 14 years old. He re
o f which Maine shipped 139 cars.
faithful work had been done by their j ceived his education in the public
During the past week the bulk of
teachers as they recited their parts, j schools there and at Ricker Classical
Don Cody brought his football The youngest scholars present w ere! Institute. He took up the insurance
the potato movement was principally
- ; Madeline
Marieiinp ROKers
busines®
aIldand
^ aPeabody
member in
of Houlton.
the firm
tor storage and seed contracts. Trad warriors from Miilinocket to Houlton 1. istress
Rogers, William
u uiiai i ! of
Donne]1
last
Friday
for
a
little
argument
on
ing for table use is practically a t 'a
Chauncy Benn and Alton
Vernon ,
a Democrat he has always taken a
1the gridiron with the Ricker eleven Titcomb. who were wheeled to the j lively interest in State and national
standstill, th© majority of growers j
*
had <>Jear- front bv their mothers where they j politics and he was a member of Govholding
for
a
^
J
Ilred up — e W M onto .he platform an d! ornor_Plaisted'a Council. He has also
Local buyors are paying 32.50 per j

THE SHORT END
OF 58-0 SCORE

Miilinocket Runs Away with
Locals—Dufour Stars
for Ricker

OF INTEREST
AROOSTOOK T. & T. ; HORSETONOTES
HOULTON READERS
T. CO. TO HOLD
OPEN HOUSE

Employees to Demonstrate
Working of SystemPublic Invited

Aroostook friends of the former Ft.
Fairfield trainer G. W. “ Mont” Gerow
will be pleased to learn that he has
had a very successful season with the
horses of the Newport Stock Farm,
Newport, Vt. wrhere he is now located.
With a stable of young horses all
eligible to the slow classes, except
ing one, he won four out of seven
races contested at Lancaster, N. H .
and three out of seven on the card
at Barton. Vt.

That the public may become more 1 His star performer is the green
familiar with the work and conditions Pacer American Harvester with which
of the telephone, the week beginning: ke lowered the track record of the
Oct. 17 from 2 to 5 p. m. each day
mile track at Barton, Vt. to
has been assigned as Visiting Week 2.08%.
Other good winners in his string
bbL
a total o f , 58 tallies against R i c k e r ' s «aoe<l the audience while Mrs. Henry I ^ u f o r ’ a num beTof yeTrs. “ H e'ls a in the Houlton district.
During
this
week
all
telephone
are
Peter Binarion 2.13%, Major
clean slate in a game that was some- Nelson recited some verses ap- j Mason and Odd Fellow and we might
The N, Y. Produce News says:
Trading for the week was quite un what of a rout for the locals. Propriate to babyhood. The What-so- j add a good fellow, too, for everybody users are most cordially invited to Frisco 2.16%, Red Moko 2.17)4, Ruby
satisfactory.
The absence of the Although outplayed during the four ever tla8S of ladies taught by Leonard ! Iikes hini in Houlton and he has many visit and inspect the Houlton Ex- Frisco, Peter Isle and Lockwood. At
change.
! Woodstock, Vt. races Sept. 29, driv*
Jewish element was much felt. Ar periods, the boys from the hill fought Berry had 66 present, and the Ford Jfnen s iroug ou the stateEmployees
will
demonstrate
to
their
ing Peter Binarion to first money In
their
hardest
and
during
the
last
class
of
men
taught
by
the
pastor,
rivals first of the week were not
' LieuL Edmund Kidder and his
guests many of the details of ap- i straight heats in the 2.12 pace, Major
numbered 56.
heavy, accumulated from day to day period held twice for downs.
j mother Mrs. Geneva Kidder left Mon
In the first quarter the mill town. Rev. Melville A. Shafer of Wrentham , day,
(laV) Mrs.
^lra Kidder
Kidder for
for h&r
h^r home in paratus and methods in operating Frisco to first money in straight heats
In the absence of demand and prices
favored the buyers. Most of the lads ran up 20 points without an ! Mass., who is visiting Mr. and Mrs Annapolis and Lieut. Kidder to resume which will be of interest and material in the 2.20 pace, Dan Speir second
„
.
.
l T , Aurine <he i argument. They seemed able to gain i S. R- Parks for a few days, preached . bis navai duties. He expects to be assistance to both subscribers and place in the 2.24 trot and Red Moko
g ^ waa dug and shipped
more I ground at will through the Ricker a strong sermon in the: evening which ; stationed at Charleston. S. C. during employees of the company in creating ! third place in the 2.17 pace. In th«
recent
and b receivers
g
1,,
— j around
--------„ ..the end.
—
------" enjoyed
2.17 event he broke the track record
was ~
much
by
the
large the winteT. Mrs. Edmund Kidder will higher efficiency in service.
line and
The first
or leas hot
off weather
in condition,
While certain days have been , stepping in 2.12%, but later in the day
audience
present.
were compelled to keep stock moving tou^dow n came in the first few
join her husband later.
assigned to suit the convenience of another driver in an exhibition mile
without regard to prices. Maine pota minutes of play. After Simon fail
various
organizations, the general i against time went the twice around
ed
to
gain
around
right
end
two
first
toes were invariably large and many
GOVERNOR BAXTER
ATTRACTION OF
public individually will be welcomed in 2.06.
hollow in the center, which had a de downs in a row were made through
TO VISIT AROOSTOOK
AROOSTOOK SPUDS at any time which may be most Harry Nevers’ pair of trotters
pressing effect on the value and the Ricker line and one around left
convenient.
Governor
Percival
Baxter
is
to
visit
Alfred King and the three year old
prices ranged 3303.25 per 165 lb. bag end, and then Elliot traveled right
Some years ago a Presque Isle lady
Aroostook
County
next
week.
The
The program arranged is as follows: Miss Talbot struck hot company in
through
the
center
for
the
first
while small peddling sales of closely
who was passing through Philadel
Explain the switchboard by using their races at Brockton. The big
graded stock went up to 33.3503.40. touchdown which Therriault kicked. Governor had planned to make a trip phia. went into a railroad restaurant
purses had attracted some of the
H ate* stock in 150 lb. bags sold 32.75 Ricker received the kickoff and Berry into Aroostook in connection with his ! between trains to get a meal. At the two telephones.
Supervisory lights.
very best speed in the country. The
0 3 , a few lots as high as $3.1203.25. juggled and then carried it back ten visit to the Presque Isle Fair, but was i next table to the one she sat down
Proper way to recall operator.
winner of the three year old class
State potatoes in moderate supply and yards. After being held for downs forced to postpone his trip on account at were vwo men, apparently of the
Busy
test.
of
the
death
of
his
sister.
The
Berry
was
forced
to
kick
to
Elliott
taking a mark of 2.11ty.
working out at 3303.25, rarely $3.50
I stirring business type one meets in
Divided ringing.
per 165 lb. bag. Jersey long potatoes who duplicated his performance and intinerary in Aroostook is given as travelling Their order had just been
! In Alfred King’s race which was
follows.
Use of jack markers and number j won by the Grand Circuit winner
not so plentiful, but moving slowly in punctured the Ricker defense for a
brought in and placed on the table,
change cards.
Tuesday, October 18
sympathy with the general market at touchdown, Terriault failing to kick, i
«; Grace Dawn. two heats were trotted
the order including two big, soggy,
Emergency calls.
A fumble under the shadow of the Silver Ridge
92.7603 per 160 lb. bag. Long Island
in 2.10% and 2.10%. “ Red Hanifin
3.40
sad-eyed and dyspeptic looking pota
Fire alarm.
potatoes arriving sparingly as yet as
was at Brockton with the Acker
Island Falls
4.25
toes, such as Aroostook folks know i
Out of order cords.
farmers are demanding $1.40 bu. f. o.
Smyrna Mills
horses Bingen Worthy and Peter
5.30
nothing of. but which are only too
How
the
operator
relieves
another.
,
Verde
that were both winners at Houl
b. cars and most of those coming now the ball and Therriault carried it laid low
6.05 numerous in most other sections.
Toll
are going Into special trade channels through for the third counter and Houlton
ton
during
the past summer. Each
6.50
Said one of the Philadelphia busi-j
Timing tickets
at $4.7604.90 per 166 lb. barrel o r ) then kicked the goal. The quarter
horse trotted a creditable race but
ness men to the other, “That’s what
Wednesday, October 19
Routing calls.
closed with Miilinocket leading 20-0.
was outside the money in fast time.
sack.
Littleton
1.20 p. m. they call potatoes down here in Penn
Method of handling inward calls.
After Dufour and Berry gained all
Peter Setzer. 2.12%, that. was the
sylvania.
They
are
not
real
pota
Monticello
1.50*
Peg count showing howr many calls star money winner of the Nevers
Dr. J. A. Donovan while going up the ground they were physicially able
toes. at all. The only real and genu
2.30
are handled per hour.
Main street in his car Friday was to Ricker lost the ball on downs Bridgewater
stable in 1920 but failed to race up
ine potatoes you get are grown up in
Mars
Hill
3.10
Schedule of operators hours show to expectations in 1921, has been sold
ran into by a car coming out »of and Simon for Miilinocket reeled off
Aroostook
County,
Maine.
Why
(and
Easton
4.05
ing how time is covered.
W inter street and his car was some a pretty forty yard run to a touch
to Colin McKensie. Turo, Nova Scotia.
here the reminiscence caused the po
Presque
Isle
4.40
Service criticisms.
what damaged.
The party in the down around right end. Therriault
i
While at Brockton. Trainer Nevers
tato-hungry
man
to
smack
his
lips)
Fort
Fairfield
7.30
Rest room.
other car speeded up and soon dis kicked.
purchased
of the Oakhurst Farm
why. those Aroostook spuds crack
Thursday, October 20
Cups, rriedieine cabinets, lockers.
appeared, but the doctor
got his
Dufour kicked off to Elliot who
Mass, the two year old chestnut filly
open their jackets when they are j
Operators benefits.
8.30
number and he is known so will jsarrled back ten yards to a fumble , Limestone
Bonnie Girl, record 2.26, that finished
cooked, and their white, mealy in
9.20
Vjaiting schedule for the week:
probably be called upon to settle.
'o n <tbe tackle. Simon recovered and ISCaribou
third in 2.18 in the two year old trot
sides have a finer flavor than any j
Monday. General.
10.30
ting class.
with Witham tore off fifteen yards New Sweden
fruit you ever tasted. I’m going up .
Stockholm
Tuesday,
Rotary Club 2 p. m. to 4
11.15
apiece on the next two plays. With
to Northern Maine hunting this fall,'
p. m. R. C. I. Seniors 4 p. m. to 5.30
12.30
ball In the center of the field Therri Van Buren
AROOSTOOK ANTI
and you'd better come along and if!
of roostook county
p. m.
;
3.20 p. m.
ault carried it down by four straight Grand Isle
you don't get a moose or deer you’ll
TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIAWednesday. Merchants Assn. 2 p. '
4.10
rushes to and across the goal line Madwaska
get the next best thing to it, some of!
French
ville
5.10
m.
to
4
p.
m.
H.
H.
S.
Seniors
4
p.
m.
The semi-annual meeting of the j kicking the goal.
TION MEETS HERE
those blue-blooded Aroostook pota- j
to 5.30 p. m.
!
6.30
->Arooetook County Medical Association 1 Witham carried Dufour’s kick back Fort Kent
toes right out of the hill.”
'
A special meeting of the Aroostook
' Thursday, Women's Club, 2 p. m.
Friday, October 21
was held in Houlton yesterday after to the thirty yard line and then Elliot
More conversation followed anent! t0 4
Anti-Tuberculosis Association affilip.
m.
S.oo
noon at which there were present registered fifteen around the end. Soldier Pond
tlie inducements of a trip to Aroos
of the annual meeting, was held at
Friday. Ministerial Association.
S.45
fifteen practicing physicians from all Simon took the ball on the next play Ragle Lake
took in quest of moose, deer and pothe
office of Hon. E. L. Cleveland,
Saturday, Grange Day.
9.30
over the county. The meeting was around right end for a touchdown Winterville
tatoes, and tht conclusion of it wras
Houlton, president of the association,
The other exchanges in the county
10.30
held in the library of the Court House ; after a fifty-five yard run. Therriault Portage
that both men agreed to make the
Friday forenoon, September 30, with
will
also entertain visitors with a
Ashland
11.45
and was followed by an inform al! kicked and the -half closed with the
Northern Maine trip.—-Star-Herald.
President Cleveland in the chair.
program of a similar nature.
banquet at the Snell House, at which ; score, Miilinocket 40—Ricker 0.
It was voted to have the Aroostook
the members read papers and there ( In the third quarter the Miilinocket
CHURCH NOTICE
RIDER OF THE KING LOG
Anti-Tuberculosis
Association affili
Fire in Woodstock early Friday
was a general discussion.
team was able to gain ground around
Christian Science church, com er
There is coming to the Dream
ate
with
the
Maine
Public Health Asmorning destroyed the roof and badly
Those present were: Doctors F. EJ *be end and through the line, hut Military and High streets.
theater on Tuesday, October IS. a i damaged
• ........................... sociation, for a period of one vear, all
Sunday morning service at 11 a. m. picture that will interest all Main*
Bennett, Presque Isle; P. E. Gilbert,1when they reached the goal line Ric
amagefl the livery stable of Gallagher! money ,.aiseJ by or for the Aroostook
>ros. Fortunately there was no wind. \___ - Subject for Oct. 16th: Doctrine of people. “ The Rider of the King Log" Br
Ashland; H. E. Small, Fort Fairfield; ker stiffened and held for downs.
and by rapid work the firemen were Association outside of the sale of Red
F. W. Tarbell, Smyrna Mills; H. F. Failing to gain Dufour kicked fifteen Atonement.
is the name of the production.
Cross seals to be spent by the Associa
able to keep the blaze confined to
Sunday school at 11 a. m.
Kallock, Fort Fairfield; P. F. Thomp yards to Therriault who carried back
tion in Aroostook, and the Associa
it
was
written
by
a
Maine
author.
under
rontrol.
Wednesday
evening Testimonial
son, Portland; W. E. Sincock, Cari to the five yard line and on the next
tion to have the right to withdraw
Holman Day. staged in Maine, con
bou; G. A. Schneider, Island Falls play went over the goal line failing meeting at 7.3,0 p. ni.
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Parks, Green from the State Association at any
cerns a Maine1 industry and there are
and F. W. Mann, J. G. Potter, P. M. to kick
several prominent Maine people in street, are entertaining this week a time.
Ward, J. A. Donovan, T. S. Dickison
Dufour saved another touchdown as Dufour
RUB
Elliott the east. There1 are several scent's party of friends and relatives from
The same officers i^s those of last
and F. W. Mitchell, all of Houlton.
the quarter ended by nailing Elliot Derry
FB
Terriault of the Colby College- campus in til-* Worcester, Mass.. which includes year were re-elected, with a few ex
______ ________
! after a thirty yard gain headed for
Touchdowns - Elliot . Terriault 3.
picture* which
is a virih* and Mrs. J. J. Carpenter, Mrs. Frances ceptions. the officers now being the
Mrs. Forest Randall of West Buxton' the S°al Posts,
Simon 2, Wit.ham 1. Goals f rorn
picturesque drama of the* outdoors Adams. Mrs. Elizabeth Holden and following:
is spending this mopths with her
Miilinocket tried an aerial game at touchdown
Therriault 4. Referee.
from
the* pen of a master writf*r. Mr. Leroy Holden.
Hon. Edward L. Cleveland, Houlton,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Trefry the opening of the last quarter, but Deasy. Umpire Elliot, Head line'-Tie'
writer
js calleel one of the most
president;
C. C, Harvey, Fort Fairtwo
attempts
were
incomplete
and
An
item
appearing
in
the
Presque
man Cotton. Timers Chapman and
on Franklin Avenue.
powerful figures in contemporary ;
field, secretary; Mrs. Arthur Reynolds,
'then Ricker held for downs. Dufour Keyes.
!
Isle
Star-Herald
to
the
effect
that
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Schaffner of
fiction and well In* deserves the* title*.
gained thirty yards on two plays but
Prof. Van Morrill of Grand Falls is Presque Isle, treasurer; Hon. E. L.
Marion, Ohio, who have been in town
fumbled on the last one and Terriault
, looking for a location to establish a Cleveland. Houlton. Dr. F. E. Ben
for the past two weeks to attend the
I recovered and then gained five through
paint shop in that town will be of nett and Dr. S. W. Boone. Presque
Schaffner-Buzzell wedding, have re
:
center
on
the
next
play.
Elliot!
interest
to the many Houlton friends Isle. C. C. Harvey. Fort Fairfield,
turned to their home by train. They
carried
the
ovoid
thirty-five
yards
of
this
former
resident of this town. Foil. Delmont E. Emerson. Island
will be joined in New York by Mr.
around
right
end
for
another
touch
When
.M
r.
Morrill
lived in Houlton Falls. Maj. A. W. Spauldng, Caribou,
and Mrs. Wilfred Schaffner, who are
' I h merchant - and .-lei k
Ibullion Hitiir years ago he was known as a Dr. F. W. .Mann. Houlton. and John
down
wjiich
Terriault
failed
to
kick,
on their wedding trip to Quebec and
! a nd will he present«*d at
1ion It up tight rope walker and an acrobat, of B. Roberts, Esq.. Caribou, directors.
Ricker received and Dufour carried
from the metropolis they will return
l.'iali School Tuesday i
)g. ()<■:. imi mean ability and put on several The vice presidents are: Mrs. Laila
hack
twenty.
On
the
next
two
plays
home by car.
j
| is. nt s o'clock.
he gained eight more hut the follow
vaudeville performances at the old Graves. Presqque Isle; Dr. H. H. Ham
An old family Bible known to be
Tin*
title
of
tin*
pictures
is
‘'Get
ing two were losses and Miilinocket
Dijon theatre. His greatest claim to mond, Van Bnren; Dr. I’. E. Gilbert,
over one hundred and fifty years oRP
ting the Most Out of Retailing. ' Tin* fame came, however, when hi* sub Ashland: Mrs. Winifred P. Bigelow,
took the ball. An incomplete puss
was brought into the TIMES office
film story is one of tho cleverest stituted for the regular aeronaut at Island Falls; Fritz Soule. Smyrna;
and a loss accounted for two downs
this week. The book is the property
pieces
of work ever produced cover a balloon ascension held in Monument Mrs. N. C. Martin, Oakfield; Dr. B.
and then Terriault gained five through
of Norris Estabrookes and was given
ing
retail
merchandising.
center. Witham made several at
Park at an Old Home Week celebra H. Jackson. Bridgewater; N. A. Westo him by his relatives and has been ,
The
wide-awake
business
man
of
to
tempts and finally succeeded in get
tion. The aeronaut had been badly sel, Stockholm; Dr. George W. Upton,
handed down from generation t o 1
day is eager to keep pare with the hint in the flight the day previous,., Smyrna; Mrs. Howard Pierce. Mars
ting his only touchdown of the game
generation in the Estabrookes family.
latest ideas of storekeeping and bet landing in the middle of Pleasant , Hill:
David Getchell. Limestone;
on a thirty yard jaunt, Therriault fail- i
It was originally the property of his
ter
ideas in merrhandising, and these street in front of tin* house now George Fogelin. New Sweden: Mrs.
ing to kick as the whistle blew.
f
great-great-grandparents.
j
pictures and lecture come to our owned by Frank Clark. Van was W. S. Davidson, Fort Fairfield; Mrs.
For Ricker Dufour was the works, J
town at an opportune time, The always looking for thrills anyway R. R. Ryder, Caribou; Charles P.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Tracey and Mr. playing a star game of good football,
lecture covers: Retail Failures and ; as his stunt of walking a tight rope Barnes, Houlton; Dr. F. F. Larraand Mrs. Albert Spinney motored to gaining ground and repeatedly saving
their causes;
stor
Houlton Sunday from Bangor. They Ricker's goal line. Berry did a good
organization ; ! across Grand Falls testified, and when bee. Washburn; A. F. Kellehor. Fort
were accompanied by Mrs. Geo. job in the backfield until his injurv put
newspaper advertising, window dis |lie learned the* news In* immediately Kent.
Cressey who has been spending the 1him on the si(le ,in(ls
play; salesmanship; system in retail made application to take the flight.
Miss Edith F. Knight was re-eiectmonth there. 4Wrs. Tracy (Florence
business, and business Vontrol.
For Miilinocket Terriault. was the
The aeronaut demurred for sonu ed district nurse, and also as a replott) had planned to remain in town big figure insofar as scoring was
Any oik* of these subjects would be time but finally gave in and instruct- re-sentati\e of the association to til©
for a week, but an accident on the concerned. He gained most of the
of great interest to merchants and ed the amateur as to what be should -'faine Public Health Association,
road In which%she was cut about the ground for the visitors with Simon
clerks. The one in particular which do. He was to cut loose from tlie bag The matter of choosing a person to
face by broken glasses made it showing good form on broken field
should receive favorable consideration when tin* gun was fired from' below, superintend th# sale of Red Cross
G. W. SULLEY
necessary for her to return home
from the business man today is the Assuring them that he surely would seals in the county this fall was inrunning. Elliott was' also among
“value of newspaper advertising - act according to instructions he start- formally left to a committee consist
The Carleton Sentinel has the those present with Witham.
One of the best things along educa judiciously and constantly used."
following item in last week’s Issue:
The summary:
tional lines and which has secured The lecturer will give some useful ed up and when the proper height big of Mrs. Laila Graves, Miss Knight
“ Thanksgiving day will fall on Nov. Ricker (0)
Miilinocket (58) a great deal of commendable publici
was reached the gun was fired. But and Mrs. Ivah Waddell, Presque Isle.
7 this year. By a recent act of Bither
LE
----------------- ——
Rush ty from newspapers and letters of hints along these lines, as well as there was no response from th e 1
Parliament it has been decided to Logie
LT
Russel! endorsement from Business Organiza other phases of efficiency methods balloonist who kept going higher and
The
old
time rivals Ricker and
commemorate Armistice Day and Collins
LG
Michaud tions in the largest cities, is the that will lie helpful to the merchants higher. The man on the ground Houlton High will meet on the gridiron
and clerk.
Thanksgiving at the same time in Henderson
C
emptied his revolver before the this afternoon at the Park. The game
Wallace lecture and moving pictures on Retail
The National Gash Register Com parachute was seen to leave
the futurlo, and commencing this year Quint
*
RG
Wyman Merchandising that is being sent out
the is scheduled to start at 3 p. m. The
the change will come about. Thanks Grant
RT
Bartlett by The National Cash Register Com pany has long been recognized as a balloon. He alighted safely and stated i High School eleven has the edge as
giving Day will be celebrated for the |Smith
RE
Bouchard pany of Dayton, Ohio. The Chamber leader in Community and Welfare that he had seen the St. John river j far as performance goes, but it is
future on the Monday of the week in Barnes
Q
Witham of Commerce has been able to secure work. A film showing some of the valley, but it took more than a usual j likely that the Ricker boys will take
arhleh Armistice Day, Nov. 11, falls.” Tracy •
LHB
J. Simon this entertainment for the benefit of main features of this work will pre amount of explaining to pay for the a brace after their overwhelming
cede the business lecture.
thrill he gave the crowd.
|defeat l# Miilinocket last week.

SEMIANNUAL MEETING
A
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

'

NEWSPAPER ADVER

HOULTON
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TIMES, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1921

No one disputes the right of the states into acetic and lactic acids. Swamp was abandoned 1921 years ago next master general himself. His cheeri students to make a respectable cheer
to legislate for the protection of detritus is metamorphosed into horse Easter. There are 300,000 employees. ness, his sympathy, and his optimism ing section. For example see the St.
Established April 13, 1860
women and children. The limiting of blankets. Sawdust is made into syrup They have the brain and they have ha\e warmed and given life and soul Mary’s-High School game a week ago,
hours of work in hazardous occupa and silk fabric; and the proverbial the hand to do the job well; and they to the postal business. “ The cheer up
A L L T H E H OM E N EW S
* * *
tions
has been justified. But the right silk purse has been made from a sow’s shall have the heart to do it well. We man” one New York editor has called
Published every Wednesday morning
Today is the last of the four Nation
purpose to approach this matter so him. He is that, and in these times,
of the state to interfere with freedom ear.
by the Times Publishing Co.
al fire prevention days, but that is
Within twenty-five years modern that they shall be partners with us ing up.
of contract by the adult male citizen
no reason why there should be a re
has always been disputed. “ Only in sanitation has reduced the death rate in this business.”
C H A 3. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
laxation of vigilance.
•------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- -- j the last few years, when
the inter- from more than 17 to less than 12 a
Making good this statement, one of
What in the world do you sup
8ubscription in U. S. |1.50 per year in: pretation of the constitution has been thousand in the United States; for the first things done under the new
pose they’re drinking now up in
this
chemical
science
is
largely
re
advance; in Canada $2.00 in
i less rigidly observed, has this been
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Aroostook when a man in an
administration was to permit the rail
automobile is mistaken for a
advance
I considered permissible. In the opinion sponsible. Let us therefore take off way mail clerks to present certain
moose and shot?—Waterville Sen
Single copies five cents
MISS MARY BURPEE
' of these students of industrial condi- our hat to the chemist. His ways grievances upon which a hearing had
tinel.
SOPRANO
! lions also “ the American worker is may be as inscrutable as his poly been refused by the previous admin
Advertising rates based upon guaran
Aroostook County takes credit for
Teacher of Singing
more concerned with wage increases technic smells are vile. But he gets istration. It was found that the
teed paid in advance circulation.
a good many things and the world Studio: Society Hall, Frisbie Block
than with the shorter.ing of the work us somewhere.
requests made could be granted; and
at large cannot help giving it credit
Telephone 345-M
Entered at the Post'Offlce at Houlton day.”
compliance with them was met by
for a good many things, but when it
HAYS, T H E C H E ER -U P MAN
for ciculation at second-class
almost instant response in the im
However, this 44-hour movement,
comes to handing us credit for the
postal rates
discernible today in many trades and
Postmaster General Will H. Hays proved handling of mails on the trains. above which occurred in Woodstock
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
many cities, involves several Ques is a very human and therefore a very
Another
“
humanizing”
innovation
j
B U Z Z E L L ’S
twelve miles from here, we draw the
A ll Subscription are D IS C O N TIN 
tions that must be answered if in likeable man. He radiates optimism was the establishment of a welfare de-!
line.
There
are
two
kinds
of
publicity
LIC E N S E D EM B A LM E R AND
U E D at expiration
dustry is to produce abundantly and and good nature and in shedding these partment, such as all well managed
and the one accorded us here is not
F U N E R A L D IR E C TO R
efficiently. A work day may be too rays upon the post office department, large business institutions have. Still by any means desirable, least of all
Phone 161-W— Day or Night
short as well as too long. If the the great government business insti another was a suggestion that resulted since it is not true.
T H E 44-HOUR W E E K
The organized workers of the worker goes too long his efficiency tution over which he has supervision, in the mailing early in the day of a
* * *
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTl
United States having secured the 48- lessens; if he does not keep going he has popularized it and at the same large quantity of matter that h a d ; Eleven men may make a football
D E N T IS T
hour week are now seeking to reduce long enough his output lessens. Over time increased its efficiency to a been dumped late in the evening to team but it takes more than fifty
Fogg Block
It still further by having Saturday fatigue with the consequent effect degree that amounts almost to a confuse the clerks and render their
work the harder.
a universal half-holiday, making a upon character and temperament is revolution.
All these expedients have worked
Mr. Burleson was a complete exam
week of five days of eight hours and a recognized peril. But where does
one of four. The movement opens the line lie between the week that is ple of what a postmaster general, or well, but the most powerful agency of
for discussion several issues of too long and the week that is not any business executive for that mat all in this humanizing process has
fundamental importance to all Amer long enough? Labor must learn, too, ter, should not be. He regarded labor been the personality of the postican industries and to the entire citi that work is not a kind of unneces as a commodity and looked upon the we can stand a good deal of cheersary penalty imposed by the so-called men employed by the department in
zenship of the nation.
capitalistic
organization of society about the sanft light that he regard
The industrial information service
Always Pure
AROOSTOOK R. R.
traces the story of the work week on the workers; it is the foundation ed a cancellation machine. Red tape BANGOR
and Clean
TIM E T A B L E
through the last century, showing of human progress arid that founda and mechanical methods prevailed,
tion
cannot
be
overturned
or
shunted
Corrected to September 26, 1921
and under him the department was
how step by step it has been short
and Kept Good
Trains Dally Except Su nda y
wholly lacking in soul. He gave it
ened. Our first mills, like those in aside.
in the Sealed
From H O U L T O N
~
to be understood that he was aiming
England, worked for the most part
8.51 a. m.— For Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
Package
H A T S O F F T O T H E C H E M IS T
aj. efflcjencVi |>ut he did not get it,
12 hours a day. Machine production
Limestone and Van Buren.
The meeting which brough together for the very good reason that the 8.13 a. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
did not develop so rapidly here as
Boston.
there, so that the problem of hours of the leading chemists of Europe and methods to be employed in obtaining
labor did not attract much attention the Americas was a notable gather efficiency from a mechanical contri 11.30 a. m.—For Ashland, Fort Kent, St.
Francis, also Washburn, Pres
until 1830. In the decade that fol ing of men representing a science vance are precisely the methods not.
que Isle, Van Buren via Squa
lowed there were numerous strikes, which has accounted great achieve to be employed to get it from a body
Pan and Mapleton.
1.35 p. m.— For Greenville, Bangor, Port
especially of carpenters and ship ments for humanity in every part of of employees.
land and Boston.
The department was in a very bad
wrights, for a 10-hour day. The the world from the poles to the
For Bangor, Portland and
movement for that limitation re equator.
way as a result of Mr. Burleson’s mal 5.54 p. m.—Boston
Buffet Sleeping Car
The application of chemistry to ag management. when Mr. Hays took his
ceived important impetus from the
Caribou to Boston.
decree issued on the last day of riculture has practically doubled the seat at the postmaster general’s desk. 6.57 p. in.—-For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren
Due H O U L T O N
March, 1840, by President Van Buren, food producing power of crop lands, The employees were disgruntled and
providing that all persons employed and it has brought into productivity were merely going through the 8.38 a. m. — From Boston, Portland. Ban
gor. Buffet Sleeping Boston
on public works under the immediate areas that hitherto have borne noth motions of doing their work. The
to Caribou.
authority of government departments ing but tares. Even those same tares service was unpopular, because its 8.03 a. m.— From Van Buren, Caribou,
asd Fort Fairfield.
should be required to work "only the in many instances have been made patrons found that they were dealing
The purest water in the State of Maine. Delivered
number of hours prescribed by the to yield gums, fibres and extractives with a machine, and a machine that 12.49 p. m. — From Boston. Portland, Ban
gor and Greenville.
10-hour system.” The President also of value to the world.
was not delivering the goods.
3.00 p. rn. —From St. Frances, Ft. Kent,
--------- at short notice by calling 1 4 1 -W --------Chemistry has bared many of the
stated that t ie shortening of the work
also Van Buren, Washburn.
The new postmaster general an
Presque
Isle,
via
Squa
Par..
day in this case did not "present a secrets of nutrition. Not only has nounced that he was going to human
just and proper basis for reduction life been salvaged thereby, but the ize the department, and being, as we 5.49 p. in. ---From Van Huron, Limestone,
Caribou. Fort Fairfield.
span of life itself has been length have said a very human man himself, 6.53 p. m.--From Boston, Portland and
o f wages.”
There followed a long series of ened; and the discovery of the vita- he knew just how to go to work to
Bangor.
legislative acts by the various states mines has resulted in making die do it.
Time tables giving complete information
Houlton, Maine
dealing with hours of labor, health tetics as much of a science as is
“ Labor is not a commodity." he said may tie abtained at tieket offices.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
ful conditions of work, and the em curative medicine.
in his initial proclamation. “ That idea
General Passenger Agent. Bangor, Maine
ployment of women and children.
Chemistry has lifted the practice
Through the entire period the pre of medicine from the plane ot em
vailing Industrial week has been piricism to that of a science. The
diminished from more than 60 hours toxins and antitoxins that have re
to less than 50. Within the decade Jduced typhoid and diphtheria from
just closed the efforts of organized j scourges to lurking skulkers are
labor would seem to have been hi-1 products of the chemical laboratory,
rected chiefly towards the establish-! The employment of arsphenamine as
ment of a basic day with punitive |a chemical reagent rather than as a
charges for overtime. The federal |medicine has revolutionized the treatgovernment made no further limita-! nient of the most horrible disease
;Won until 1861 when Congress re-! that for more than four thousand
etrlcted the hours in navy yards to years has been the bane of humanity
those prevailing in similar private everywhere under the sun. It is a
x «etablishments. Then in 1912 the triumph of chemistry.
law whd Unacted that every contract
For five centuries or more the
to VfetCh the United States is a party beautiful blue coloring matter de
ofl&all contain a provision that no rived from a plant, Indigofera anil,
laborer or mechanic shall be per has been employed as a textile dye.
mitted to work more than eight hours Half a century ago it was found that
M day. That law has been modified anil, or aniline, could be prepared
since, especially as regards national commercially from coal tar. By an
emergencies. The war labor legisla improved process the industry was
tion is familiar, especially the pass made profitable, and the gates were
a g e in i916 of the Adamson act. thrown wide open. Today a thou
limiting the day of railway employees sand or more substances necessary
l o eight hours.
to modern civilization are coal Car
. In the main organized labor has j products. They embrace about everyopposed the shortening of the w ork j thing from street paving to a sugar
A m on g others, tw o fundamental causes explain it:
day by legislation. It holds that i substitute, from medicine to stove
“ protection by law tends to sap the j polish and from dyestufTs to the
vitality of the labor movement an d; most destructive of explosives,
1. The outstanding cause
that a ioo considerable transference
Next to brains, chemistry won th“
Of power to State legislation might world war. It furnished the arms,
in quality, style, performance, durability, and price, demon
In time Impose unwelcome limitations j the ammunition, the dpadly gases.
strated b y the com plete satisfaction and enthusiasm of nearly
Upon the employee as well as the em-1 the smoke screens and the flammen
ployer.” Labor, however, always sup-lverfer. Still more, chemistry has
one-half million owners w h o know values.
ports a legal short day for employees promoted the arts of peace. Steel in
2. The universal respect for and confidence in the integrity
of the government as a good precedent its various alloys of sottness ami ex
for private establishments. There treme hardness, _ aluminum, invar
of
the name S T U D E B A K E R which for seventy years has
enters Into the situation also the type metal, radium, celluloid and
been the sym bol of quality and fair dealing.
problems having to do with the bakelite are born of the t hemic i!
“ limiting barrier of the constitution." laboratory. Corncobs are converted
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John K. Palmer, D istributor

Thiis is a Studebaker Yiear
W e have b e e n a s k e d th e q u e stio n h ow w e
account for the tide o f Studebaker popularity
w hich has swept the country.
is the value o f Studebaker Cars,

D o You Look Forward To>a

!

Crowning proof of the dependability of Studebaker cars is
reflected in our diminishing business in service parts.

Good N igh fs R est?
D o you regularly antici
pate a refreshing sleep?
O r do you dread going to
bed, only to stare, sleep
le ss, at the w alls? T he
difference betw een sleep
ing and staring is sim ply
a m atter o f nerves.
W h e n your nervous
system is in a sound con
dition, you are certain to
sleep w ell. B u t w hen
your nerves are w orn out
and beyond your control,
your rest is broken and
your awakening leaves
y o u languid and irritable.
D o c t o r s k n o w th a t
m uch o f the nerve dis
orders re su lt- from tea
and coffee drinking. T h e
d ru g s in th e se drinks
over-stim ulate,often caus
ing the serious Uls w hich
result from disturbing the
regular bodily functions. It
la for your health's sake
that m any doctors now
sa y y o u should quit tea

With approximately 116,000 more Studebaker cars in operation on
September 1st, 1921, our parts business the first eight months of this
year was 3% less than in the same period two years ago.

and coffee. Drink Postum,
the delicious meal-time
beverage instead) In fla
vor it is much like coffee.
Postum is fundamen
tally a nerve strengthener
because it lets you get
sou n d , r e stfu l s le e p .
Postum is a skilfully-made
cereal beverage, and the
Secret of its popularity is
its protection to health
and its delicious flavor.
Ask your grocer for
Postum. Drink this hot,
refreshing beverage in
place of tea or coffee for
10 days and see what a
wonderful difference it
will make in the way you
feel.
P ostu m com es In two
forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by
the addition o f boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages o f
larger bulk, for those who pre
fer to make the drink while the
meal is being prepared) made
by boiling for 20 minutec.

Postum fo r H ealth
“ T h ere’ s a R eason ”

While our car manufacturing plants operated this year 41% ahead of
last year, our service parts manufacturing plant has operated at from
one-half to two-thirds of last year.
Studebaker Cars are standing up in service and staying out of repair
shops, to a degree unexcelled, we believe, by any cars of whatever price*

The Studebaker Corporation of Am erica.
A . R . E R S K IN E , President
NEW

P R IC E S O F S T U D E B A K E R C A R S

/ . o . b, factories, effective Septem ber 8th , f92J

Touring Cars and Roadsters:

Coupes and Sedans:

Light-Six 3-Pass. Roadster....................................................$1125

Light-Six 2-pass. Coupe-Roadster............ ........................ $1550

Light-Six Touring Car..............................................................
Special-Six 2-Pass. Roadster...................
Special-Six Touring Car..................................
Special-Six 4-Pass. Roadster........ ..............
Big-Six Touring Car..........................................

Light-Six 5-pass. Sedan.........................................................
Special-Six 4-pass. Coupe........................
Special-Six 5-pass. Sedan........................................................
Big-Six 4-pass. Coupe..............................................................
Big-Six 7-pass. Sedan..............................................................

ALL

STUDEBAKER

CARS

1150
1585
1635
1635
1985
ARE

EQUIPPED

WITH

CORD

Hand & Harrington
69 Main Street

TIRES

1850
2450
2550
2850
2950
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year just as we have corn and wheat naval academy in this way are statistician of the United States de
Several Birds with One Stone
crops. The Committee on the Elim generally of a good type, and a number partment of agriculture. This com
A Virginia editor threatened to pub
A m e rica n R e d C ro w
ination of Waste in Industry has of them have done exceptional work pares with a prediction for the United
lish the name of a certain young man
in
studies
and
along
other
lines
of
performed a valuable service but
States as a whole of hardly more than who was seen hugging and kissing a
the great waste is idle land and a activity at the institution.
girl in the park unless his subscrip
half
of the 1920 crop.
The
class
which
graduated
in
June
great part of it is in the East and
No. 11. Clean Homes
tion to the paper was paid up in a
Mr. Sanders estimates Maines crop
Middle West close to the great news of 1919 contained a remarkable num
week.
Fifty-nine young men called
.......................................
papers, the greatest consumers who ber of its leading scholars who h id at 550,000 barrels. It was 265,000
mmmm
and paid up the next day, while two
been
former
enlisted
men.
We.-l
y
rubbish and that no hiRh weed are are new paying thousands of dollars
barrels a year ago. The fruit this even paid a year in advance.
Clean homes often Insure health of
on freight rates to say nothing of a McL. Hague of California, who had
allowed to grow thereon.
been of that status, led the class by a year is somewhat undersized but is
the members of the family living
Be sure that plenty of light and air high market price.”
CUT THIS OUT
fine margin, and two others, Raymond of good quality and color.
therein, and too much attention can is brought into damp cellars.
Special Notice: Or. Frederick J;u ulison
C.
Ferris
of
Delaware
and
Lisle
J.
The
New
Hampshire
crop
Mr.
Keep
the
windows
clean
and
keep
not be paid by homemakers and house
NAVAL ACADEMY HAS
says that phosphates are just as essential
Maxson of Michigan, had also been
to any woman who tires easily, is nervous
Sanders
finds
to
be
about
85
per
cent
keepers to keeping the home spotless, them open as much as possible. Fresh
or irritable, worn out or looks haggard
FEW ENLISTED MEN members of the enlisted forces of the
air and sunlight are allies of good
and pale, to make a strong,
robust,
of
last
year,
Vermont
75
to
80
per
from the standpoint of health as well
vigorous, healthy body, as they are to
c
It is the general opinion at the Naval navy.
health.
make corn, wheat or any vegetable plant
The class which will graduate in cent; Massachusetts 45 per cent and grow strong and healthy. The lack of
as personal comfort.
See that all rubbish is removed Academy at Annapolis that the law
phosphates
is the cause of all enemie
With the opening of summer every from your back yard, your cellar, or providing for the appointment of a June, 1923, will almost to a certainty, Connecticut 35. Prospects in Rhode conditions and
the administration of 5hundred members of the enlisted force lie led by Jerauld L. Olmstead, a form Island are for a yield of about 10,000 grain Argo-Phosphate Tablets will in
home should be thoroughly gone over, other store rooms.
crease the strength and endurance 50<*%
all dark corners, all depositories for
Clean all carpets and draperies for ot the navy and marine crops as mid- er naval seaman. He has led his class barrels as against 80,000 a year ago. in a few weeks time in many instances.
ih..riment each year has failed to ac by a big margin every year so far, and
unused articles should be looked into. the summer season.
complish
its purpose, which was to it is stated that if he maintains the
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
Get rid of the superfluous. There is
Scrub the floors and all unvarnish
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
In the District Court of the United
a real trait in human nature to hoard ed woodwork, using plenty of soap attract ambitious youths to enter the average of his first two years, he will
In the District Court of the United States
academy from these branches and to have the highest aggregate upon grad for the Northern Division of the Dis States for the Northern Division of the
and closets, attics and store places and water.
District ef Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
uation of any one who has ever com trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
often contain heaps of things that
Cooperate with your neighbors to rise to the highest rank.
In
Matter
of
j
Tn the matter of
|
Not only is it true that the Naval pleted the Naval Academy course.
should have gone into the trash pile remove neighborhood nuisances, such
| In Bankruptcy
|
In Bankruptcy Carey IV. Taylor
In athletics, the showing of the for <Juy A. La vine
long ago. They are prolific breeding as stagnant pools, trash heaps and Academy has never received the maxi
Bankrupt. |
Bankrupt
|
mum number in this way, hut it is mer enlisted men has been most re
To the creditors of said Carey W.
places for dust and dirt.
dumping grounds.
To the creditors of said Guy A. Taylor of Houlton in the eounty of
Here are a few simple suggestions
Keep the plumbing in good repair evident that few are of the kind ex markable, and other qualities of lead Lavine of Washburn in the county of Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank
pected; that is, young men who have ership are indicated by the fact that Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank
and have leaky roofs mended.
tor every housewife:
rupt.
served in the enlisted ranks and who so many have been named as captains rupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the 4th
If there Is a vacant lot adjoining Southern Aroostook Chapter, Houlton,
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
on
the
6th
form a desire to become commissioned of the Naval Academy teams. Larson,
day of Oetober, A. D. l:*21, the said Carey
your home see that it is clear of Maine.
day of Oetober, A. I >. 11*21, the said Guv W. Taylor was duly adjudicated bank
officers. The fact is that nearly all captain of the football eleven, was A. Lavine was
duly
adjudicated
of those who enter this way are youths formerly a marine. Ault, captain of bankrupt, and that the first meeting o f rupt; and that the first meeting of credi
tors will be held at the office of Edwin L.
merely for the asking. There must
who are unable to obtain appointments the basketball team, was a seaman his creditors will be held at the office of Vail in Houlton on the 25th day of Oct.
be, first, a proper national forestry
Edwin
L.
Vail,
in
Houlton,
on
the
25th
,FAST AS IT IS CUT law with adequate provisions for fire in the usual way, and who enter the and Miller, captain of the boxers, was day of Oct., A. I). 11*21, at 10 o’clock A. D., 1921, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
at which time the said creditors may at
service only with the desire of getting also of the naval service.
in the forenoon at which time the said tend, prove their claims, appoint a trus
NmnI Of eliminating waste in the Jprotection and government of reforesover it as soon as possible and becom
creditors may attend, prove their claims
tee, examine the bankrupt and transact
printing business, as shown in the re tation on a scale large enough to
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt such other business as may properly com*
ing midshipmen.
MAINE WILL HAVE
port just issued by the committee on demonstrate the economic soundness
and transact such other business as may before said meeting.
This year’s class of midshipmen
come before said meeting.
Elimination of Waste in Industry of of the idea, second, every state must contains 63 instead of a hundred who
LARGE APPLE CROP properly
Dated at Houlton, October 4th, 1921.
Dated at Houlton, Oct. 6th, 1921.
the American Engineering Council, is adopt thoro-going forestry principles formerly served as enlisted men. It
EDW IN L. VAIL,
Prospects for a bumper apple crop
E D W IN L. VAIL,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
ono o f the most powerful arguments with provisions to protect grow is very plain, and it is so stated by
Referee
in
Bankruptcy.
in Maine with more than double the
ever put forth for a national forest, ing timber from e x h o r b i t a n t
those in a position to know, the very production of last year, are noted in
says a statement by the American taxation; and, finally, with these
few of these have had any real expe a report issued by V. A. Sanders, crop ^ W W V ^ W t f W V W W t f V W W W W W W W W W W W W W W V W V W l
Forestry association, which has made laws as a basis, the pulp and paper
rience in the navy or mariue corps or
it the occasion to call on the World industry, together with all other wood
have been in a position to absorb Notice ot First Meeting of Creditor*
Press Congress which meets in Hon using industries, must be made to see
much along the line of discipline and In the District Court of the United States
olulu in October to take same action that in practical reforestation and
for the Northern Division of the Dis
the spirit of the service. At no time
conservation lies their only salvation.
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy
on the forestry question.
during the five years the law has been In matter or
|
“ Upon what does the newspaper To accomplish these three things will
in operation in its present form, has Itoss L. Churchill
| In Bankruptcy
depend for existence*” says the state require the united efforts of every man
Bankrupt |
the maximum number been reached.
ment. “ It depends upon paper made and woman. We should not leave to
To the creditors of said Ross
I,.
One year it was 80, but in the other
from wood pulp. There are about any group of foresters and legislat years it has been considerably below Churchill of Masardis in the county of
A r o o s t o o k e n d D is trict
a foresaid ,
bank
2500 daily newspapers in the coun ors the sole initiative in solving such
Fabric and Cord Tires and Tubes Vul
that figure.
rupt.
try. Our annual consumption of two an important economic problem; but
N o t i c e is hereby given that on the 5th
Under the circumstances, it is likely
canized in a satisfactory manner: The
million tons of newsprint a year by the continued expression of*, our
that some amendment to the law will day o f October, A. I). 1021, the said
means a strip of paper as wide as thought and conviction, we can urge
Itoss L. Churchill was duly adjudicated
only place east of Portland where a
be proposed soon. It is known that bankrupt; and that the first meeting
the regulation ,daily paper and about those groups to supply our imminent
most of those who enter the navy or of creditors will be held at the office o f
Cord Tire vulcanized job is guaranteed
forty million miles long. Just as a needs.
marine corps with the idea of becom Edwin L. Vail in Houlton on the 25th
“ Here is waste that staggers the
measure o f distance, .remember that
ing midshipmen, announce that fact day o f O c t . , A. D. 11*21, at 10 o ' c l o c k
the eun Is ninety-two million miles imagination. Forest fires annually
In
the
forenoon
at
which time
promptly to their commanding officers the said creditors may attend, prove
away. It would also make a two-foot destroy two million feet of timber,
and they are given so much time for their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
wide ribbon of newspaper around the or material enough to build a fivestudy that they have little to do with the bankrupt, and transact such other
world 1600 times.
j|room frame house every one hunPhone 64-W
Cates Garage J
the drills and ordinary routine of the business as may properly come before
said meeting.
“The time is coming when thej! dred feet *on both sides of a road ex
service. A plan to change this is be
Dated at Houlton, Oct. 5th, 1021.
Mechanic Street
Houlton ^
economic law of necessity will bring tending from New York to Chicago.
ing considered.
j
EDWIN
L.
VAIL.
With
four
people
to
a
house,
these
our own publications to some sort of
In spite of the fact that the results |
Referee in Bankruptcy.
retrenchment. The editors of the 100.000 or more buildings would pro
from the law are by no means what
United States and of the world vide a home for nearly one-fourth of
were expected, it has not worked badly
must take up this question. Already our yearly increas'e in population- a
in every particular. It has been shown
more than one-third of our pulp- number, sufficient to populate a new
that the youths who have the spunk
wood comes from across the Cana city each year the size of Cincinnati,
to work for their admission to tin
dian border, and Canada* profiting New Orleans, Minneapolis, Kansas
by our mistakes, is now taking steps City, Missouri or Seattle.
“ More than 160,000 forest fires
to forbid the butting of timber at a
rate more rapid than its growth. have occurred in the United States
That means primarily that our an during the past five years, 80 per
nual importations of Canadian pulp- cent of which were due to human
wood has practically reached the agencies and therefore preventable.
maximum, afMT for the other two- These conflagrations burned over
thirds at least we will have to look 56.488.000 acres—an area greater
Don’t let guess work and verbal promises decide your choice of
than that included within the States
after ourselves.
“ If we once squarely face- the of Ohio and Pennsylvania—and de
facts, the solution o f the problem stroyed 685,700,000 worth of timber
will not he difficult. It is estimated and property. If this needless waste
arc safeguarding the health of
that shout three million cords of were stopped and the material thus
son and daughter and grand
wood per year are manufactured into saved put into houses, the various
children. Grandma knows
paper for magasines and newspapers. business interests concerned in build
At ten cords per acre this would mean ing construction, such as lumber deal
Learn Why the C. B. F. R. Copper Covered Rod, with its famous, patent
three hundred thousand acres. Sup- ers, carpenters, masons and supply
ed, Dove Tail Coupling, and its many exclusive features should be the
poeiag that It takes about 40 to 60 houses, would, it is estimated, benefit
years to grow good pulp-wood spruce, to the extent of more than $400,000,000
to
------------------ Lightning Rod of your ch o ice ---------------------------------and allowing for possible loss by fire, annually, the American Forestry Asso
m j HNUUYNL
ANODYNE M ^ S
wind, blight or failure o f seeding, a ciation points out. Bankers and real
tract of thirty thousand square miles estate dealers would also profit thru
planted with forty successive crops the sale of lands and by loans on
of timber, each crop coming to maturi homes to the extent of an additional
Doctor's Prescription
ty at one year intervals, would under $300,000,000.
Internal and External
Article No. 2
“ There are 81,000,000 acres of idle
proper care and management, furnish
100 years of Success
a perpetual supply of pulpwood 'for land in this country that should be
Reasons for the
This famous old anodyne has
newsprint. This means an area a put to work growing trees at once,"
C. B. F. R. Lightning Rod
no equal for Coughs, Colds,
little smaller than the state of Ohio, the association’s statement concludes.
Sore
Throat,
Grippe,
Cramps,
Supremacy:
hut represents less than one-tenth of ‘“ This Is a proposition directly tied up
Colic, Chills, Strains, Cuts,
the area of our cut-over lands, most with national prosperity now and in
t h e <v >p p e k *•<*v e r i n g <>n t h e c . b . f . r . l i g h t n i n g r o d is put on
Burns and many other com
of which are now almost entirely un the future. All the money in the world
m our own factory by especially designed machines which makes the famous ('.
mon
troubles.
For
more
than
will not buy food if there is no food.
productive.
B. F. R. Double Lock Seam. 'Phis is done in such a scientific manner that the
a century generation after
“ There is no question but tbat a All the money in the world will not
copper sheeting heroines an absolutely water-tight covering.
generation
has
praised
j
i
a
perpetual supply of pulpwood for all produce trees to order. We must be
worth. All dealers. 25 and 50c.
This rod may be bent to any desired position without, danger of the seams
needs is a possible and practical gin right now to protect what forests
parting, an e\.-lusi\o and desirable feature. Consequently there is no possibili
scheme. It will not, however, come we have and have forest crops every

JL H e a l t h I n f o r m a t i o n ^

GROW TIMBER AS

V u lcan izin g

L. W . J e n n e y

H ave It D on e Right
the First Tim e
Lightning Rods

WATCHFUL EYES

---------------------- Investigate-----------------------

Liniment

ty of water seaping into the rod.

ing.

The air space in the four corners of the c. B. V. U Rod is to prevent sweat
This eliminates any possibility of accumulating moisture, also an exclusive

t e at lire.

The patented Dove 'Pail Couplings are another of the exclusive features of
the C. B. F. R. Rod. These Couplings are forced on to the Dove Tail end of the
rod by heavy machinery so that they actually become part of the rod. In a r e 
cent test conducted by the Washington University of St. Louis, these C o u p l i n g s
stood an average pull test of L’■sun lbs. before parting from the rod.

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality
W e state it as our honest belief
that the tobaccos used in Chester
field are of finer quality (and
hence of better taste) than in any
other cigarette at the price.
Liggett & Myers ’Tobacco Co.

Chesterfield
CIGARETTES

Fifty-live years of engineering and manufacturing experience has ma.de the
B. F. R. Rod all that is desirable in lightning protection. For your protection
y o u will find our trade mark “ C. R. F. R. cut into every male coupling of each
sect inn of i-od.
c

The C. B. F. R., Copper Covered Rod not only offers you the greatest pro
tection, but the endurance and resistance of the C. [B. F. R. Rod to the
ravages of time and the elements, has set a standard of quality and service
not yet surpassed or obtained by any competitive Ljghtning Rod
Estimate of the cost of rodding your building with the original Cole
Brothers Franklin Rod cheerfully given without obligation
S .

7H

S h e a

31 Spring Street
Houlton, Maine
Licensed Representative for the
Mi j l l er L i g h t n i n g R o d C o m p a n y

o f Turkish and Domestic tobaccos—blended

S t& W

C .

St.|Louis

#

Established 1866

Missouri
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Subscribers should bear in Will McGary and John G. Chadwick
went to Bangor on business the first
mind that all subscriptions are of the week.
,
payable in advance and the pa
Mr. Geo. B. Hunter was called to
per will be discontinued at ex Augusta last week on account of
piration. Notice of such expira the death of a relative.

tion will be serit out the First of Mr. H. E. Tingley motored to Lewiston to spend a few days with his son
each month.
Phillip who is attending Bates college.

Monument Lodge, F. & A. M., will j Houlton Camp, No. 8956, M. W. of A.
hold a stated communication on Wed-j have recently paid a death claim of
nesday evening, Oct. 12. Work M. M. $1000 to the heirs of the late Judson
degree.
j Brewer.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Collins or, - Forest Colby, former Forest ComCaribou were week end guests of M. j misstoner. now with the S. D. Warren
Bingham,
passed through
Collins’ sister, Mrs. G. Beecher Company of
” n
'~
! Houlton on his way from Quebec Mon
Churchill.
Charles Fortier employed at the day. He was accompanied by C. S.
Fire house, is enjoying
a short Morgan of Boston, S. J. Rogers of
vacation during which time he will Portland and W. G. Pooler of Bingham
Aroostook and Penobscot Pomona
do some game hunting.
Grange will meet in Amity, Wednes
Miss Mary Conlogue of North street,
day, Oct. 19th, at 10 o’clock a. m.
who has been visiting in Caribou and
Amity Grange will furnish beans and
Fort Fairfield for the past 5 weeks,
coffee for dinner. Visiting patrons
returned to her home Saturday night.
please bring baskets for picnic dinner
Miss Louise Kearin, one of the and supper.
proprietors of ^Charlotte’s, returned
Monday morning from New York
GOOD MINSTREL SHOW
where she has been purchasing Fall
goods.
Guy Bros. Minstrels, the old reliable
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C T U CALLS FOR
rnA D C D A T IA M IM d d /\ u i
UUUr fcKA 11l/N IN PR.OHI—

BITION ENFORCEMENT
At the recent convention of the
Wome„ .s Christian Temperance Union
of Maine held at Greenville, the key
note sounded by Mrs. Althea G.
Quimby of North Turner was that
inefficient enforcement of the prohibi
tion laws will be eliminated by means
of the ballots of the mothers and
daughters.
A commendation for Governor Bax
ter for his “ staunch stand for law
enforcement and his ever ready
defense of the long established record
of Maine as a pioneer prohibition
state.”

The prevalence of drinking and rum
running in some parts of Maine is not
due to any law but rather to lax en
forcement. This, in turn, is not
altogether due to indifferent or infcompetent officials, it is in a measure
due to the indifference on the part
of citizens.
When every citizen
awakes to his or her privilege and
demands strict enforcement of the
law, impartial application of justice
and interpretation of the law by our
judiciary, when the pulpit and the
press unite in sounding a strong clear
bugle call urging all citizens to pro
mote advance in universal respect
for all law, reverence for lawfully
constituted authority, the un-American
attitude of violators of the Federal
Prohibition Amendment, with the
resultant peril to patriotism, will
cease.

Miss Fern Smith spent a few days
George Wiggin, driver of the Fire
with friends in Caribou last week.
Truck, who has been enjoying a two
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunn re- weeks’ lay off. has returned to his
turned Friday from a stay n Boston, work.
Paul Burns left Tuesday morning
In her address Mrs. Quimby said
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kidder spent a
I
for
Bangor.
Bar
Harbor
and
the
“
The
women of Maine are desperately
. few days at North Lake last week.
southern
part
of
the
state
on
busiin
earnest
determined that not only
S.
T
Dana.
State
Forest
Commisentertainers,
gave
one
of
their
proMr. Arthur Luce of Massachusetts
The women of Maine will not be
for
the
honor
of the State, but for the
i
ness.
sioner.
Njial
Violet,
Deputy
Forest
grams
at
the
Temple
Theatre
on
Is visiting his brother, Rev. Albert
i
silenced
by any cry of political
M. B. Berman and wife, who have Commissioner, are in town on busi Monday evening and despite the very sake of the children of today, Maine
E. Luce.
been the guests of friends for a few ness and are registered at the Snell unpleasant weather, filled the house. shall be a leader in the enforcement , expediency. They must see results,
Frank Clark, who is playing tho
i U through any chance or circumstance
days in Bangor, returned home Thurs House.
This company always pleases when of the prohibition law.
violin with Welchs orchestra in St.
i the officials have failed in the past
day.
The Friday nearest March first has
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Carroll arrived it visits Houlton and this year’s pro
John, spent a few days in town last
Walter WJJiite and wife have re home Monday morning from Tampico, gram was chockfull of fun, good music been designated by the Maine legisla-; they must not fail in the future.
week.
The new program of our beloved
turned home from a trip to Griswold Mexico, where Mr. Carroll has been dancing and specialties, while the band ture as Temperance Day in the schools
Harris B. McIntyre has returned to where they enjoyed a few days hunt
•organization with its call for a million
located in the William C. Gorga.s and orchestra was one of the best of Maine. A uniform program is to j
tthe Massachusetts Institute of Tech ing.
members and a million dollars makes
be sent out from the office of the j
heard here in years.
hospital.
nology in Boston 4to resume his
possible wider avenues of service and
John Crawford of the Post Office
State Supt. of Schools. This will j
Night officer Mooers, who has been
studies.
calls
for greater local, state and
staff is enjoying a 10 day vacation
insure observance of the day a n d!
on the sick list for several days, was MASONIC SCHOOL
national cooperation. Nobly has Maine
Mr. Horace Holmes of Houlton has and is taking in the World’s Series
greatly intensify our good scientific |
able to resume his duties Monday.
OF INSTRUCTION temperance law in the public schools j measured up to its part in the great
purchased a dwelling hopse In Presque games.
During his absence J. A. Anderson
Isle where he expects to make his
Miss Nancy Mason of Dover and
Monument Lodge F. & A. M. will of Maine. Through this day’s program j forward movement.
substituted for him.
Foxcroft has returned to her home
home.
hold a school of instruction in their the lives of our great temperance j We must have a comprehensive
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Lakin
and
young
Miss Amy Bull, who is training for after spending a few days with Mrs.
hall Friday, October 14, under the leaders will be kept fresh in the minds j program among our young people for
child
Ardith
of
Portland
arrived
in
C.
L.
Dill.
a nurse at the Augusta General hospi
direction of Worshipful Grand Lectur of men and women of tomorrow, the j eternal vigilance regarding the en
town
Tuesday
morning
for
a
two
Miss
Geneva
Astle
very
pleasantly
tal, is spending her vacation in town
er Frank EL Sleeper of Sabattus, Me. wisdom of our prohibition laws |forcement of the eighteenth amend
weeks’ visit with Hon. Herschel Shaw
entertained
the
members
of
the
Girls
The forenoon session begins at 10 emphasized and a respect for th e } ment. This can be most successfully
with her family.
on Summer street.
Friendly
class
of
the
M.
E.
church
o’clock,
afternoon session at 2 o'clock, dignity of law enforcement will be carried on through our educational
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Antworth of
Married
in
Houlton,
October
9,
by
departments.
evening session at 7.20 o’clock.
instilled into the minds of our young j
Stockholm were in town last week Thursday evening at her home.
Rev. Albert E. Luce, pastor First
Walter
D.
Berry
of
this
town,
who
The annual inspection will take people.
j In the prayerful and courageous
•wit,h their son Ward who is to attend
Methodist Episcopal church. Harold
spirit of the Crusaders let us take up
Is
a
senior
at
Colby
College,
was
place in the evening, D. D. Grand
school In town this year.
We rejoice in the magnificent I the duties of each day earnestly
elected business manager of the Colby E. Stanhope and Miss Olive M. Wade, Master A. J. Beck of Washburn, Me.
progress in spite of many difficulties ! seeking to follow the Lord of hosts
George Russell and family have
Oracle, the year book of the college. both of Calais, Maine.
officiating.
moved in town from Crescent Park
in
the effective enforcement of o u r ;
Walter Berry of Houlton is a
Mrs. James Cogan. Pleasant street,
E'ollowing the work refreshments prohibitory law. May we right here who is the Prince of Peace.
and will occupy the Brown house on
went to Caribou last Friday ac- member of the football squad at Colby will bo served.
pay to the faithful enforcement;
Court street for the winter.
companing her niece. Mrs. Levi college and is making an excellent
officials of the state of Maine our j
Miss Harriet Putnam, who recently Soucy, who has been her guest for showing with the team. He made
graduated from the Deaconess Hospi-i some weeks.
the trip with the team to Springfield MRS. SARAH GRIFFON MOORE heartfelt thanks and earnest tribute..
t&l in Boston, returned last week t o ; Rally Day at the First Baptist Saturday.
The gratitude of the people of Maine
The news of the passing of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Pond left Mon- i Sarah Griffon Moore, October first has been richly earned. As temper-,
take up her duties doing special work,
Sunday resulted in a record
Dr. Donald Cassidy, who formerly breaking attendance. 277 in all taking (lav morning by auto for Portland at the age of 56 years, comes as a anee workers let our appreciation be
practiced in Houlton but is now in part jn the Sunday school following where Mr. Pond is a delegate to the severe shock to her many friends in expressed by our hearty and earnest,
convention of Red Men to be held in town made during her residence here. cooperation. The law is. It is bein g;
.charge of a large office in Lewiston, the morning service,
that
city. Following the convention
Her death occurred at Somerville |enforced to a commendable degree it
spent a few days in town last week
Charlie Lee. who has been the
on a visit.
proprietor of a Chinese laundry on th^y plan to go on to Massachusetts where with her family she has made j will be enforced better and better as ^ ow Open and Ready for You
her home for seven years since leav-' the years go bv. But, beloved com- Practical courses in Bookkeeping and
Miss Elva Rogers, who holds a posi Bangor street for the past 6 years, to visit friends.
Rev.
Albert.
E
l.
Luce
and
wife
left
ing Houlton. For a long time she ! rades. in the words of our national ! Accouutancy’ Shorthand and .Typetion as head nurse in the Clifton has closed up his business and left
Monday
morning
by
auto
for
the
had
been a victim of Brights disease, j leader. “ Our chief danger lies in the writing’ Penmanship, etc., equip you
Springs Sanatorium in New York Friday for California.
for work without loss of time.
southern
part
of
the
state.
Mr.
Luce
but
her death came very suddenly1apathy and indifference of many good
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
V.
Holdaway
and
State, is visiting her parents on
Right now is the time to get started.
Mr. and Mrs. George Avery attended will be in Auburn on business and and as a complete surprise to her |people who aided in securing the
Franklin street.
law.”
Mrs. Luce will attend the Women’s friends, for up to the day before she
i^Houlton Business College, Houlton, Me.
Fred Blethen has been pledged to the Brockton Fair last week where
Foreign Missionary meeting which is had been about the house as usual. 1
Mr.
Holdaway’s
two
horses
Alfred
the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity at
to be held in Rockland.
However, she was taken with a mop-;
the University of Maine, and Ralph King and Miss Talbot were entered.
Regular meeting N. E. O. P. on severe attack than usual which was
H.
B.
Pierson,
state
entomologist,
Blake and Lloyd Berrie have been
!
is in town in the interests of his Friday evening, Oct. 14, at Woodman followed by h<-r death.
pledged Sigma Chi.
Mrs. Moore was horn in Nova !
office. He is starting a war against hall. A six o’clock supper will he
Mrs. George B. Dunn of Military
the spruce bud worm that is becoming served to members and invited friends. Scotia later coming to Houlton where 1
street is in Bangor as the guest of
a great menace to the limberland of N. J. Peters, Grand Vice Warden of she was married about twenty-five !
her daughter Mrs. Henry B. Chapman.
Bangor, will he present and wishes to years ago to Fred H. Moore. Nine
Maine.
She plans to attend the Maine Musical
children were horn to this union, six
Another crash of autos in Union Sq. meet all members of Houton lodge.
Festival while there.
of whom survive their mother. They,
Sunday put a runabout out of b u s i 
Maine and Massachusetts Licensed Embalmer
The musical comedy “ Town Gossip’ ness. The junction of Bangor. Kendall
are Mrs. Opal Baker, Somerville:
MRS.
JUSTIN
E.
PACKARD
which was playing at the Colonial and Bridge streets has been the
Phone 574-W Res. 59 Court St., Phone 574-W
Clifford R. Moore of St. Oglethorpe,:
FORMER LINNEUS GIRL
with Miss Eva Hackett of this town j scene of more than a dozen smash
Georgia:
Nina, Alice. Doris and
Cor. Main and Mechanic Strs., Over Hallett-McKeen Co.
as a member of the cast, was forced , ups this summer, due to carelos>
:
DIES AT AUGUSTA Arthur all of Somerville.
to terminate its engagement recently; driving
Besides the six children she is also
Word was received boro FYiday by
due to a death in the cast.
Rev. M. A. Shaffer, pastor of the i datives of the death of Mrs. Justin survived by her husband, two sisters,
Mrs. Osgood Smith left last week Congregationalist church at Wrent ham F. Packard of Augusta, Me.
Mrs. Rose Monroe of Hudson Mass.,
482348534853485353535348480231230001480201534848485348480000024853532353234848
lo r the White Moifntains where she Mass., who is the guest of Mr. and
.Mrs. Packard will be remembered Miss Nina Griffon of Elvereft. Mass.,' S =.(111HIIMtlllltill Imiflllllll lllllltlflillMIlllllf llllllllllll^ ^iiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiimiiiimtt
me t Mr. * Smith. From there they Mr. S. R. Parks, Green street, occupi by many friends in Houlton
and and three brothers, Oscar and Ekigar|
visited friends in Nashua, N. H. ed the pulpit at the E"irst Baptist Linneus as (’ora Bither, daughter of of Kingston, N. S.. and Charles of: 11
{ || You will remember from past experwhere they will stay for a ten days church Sunday evening and delivered the late Isaac and Elvelyn Bither of Hudson, Mass.
'
| iences how difficult it is to think of a
visit and wljl return to Houlton by a splendid sermon.
She was a member of the St.,
Linneus.
||
J |1 suitable wedding gift.
It will be of interest to Houlton
auto.
Mrs. Packard has been in poor Thomas Episcopal church of Somer
ville,
of
the
American
Legion
Auxili-1
people
to
know
that
two
local
boys
Mrs. George B. Dunn, Mrs. John G.
health for some time of an incurable
Chadwick, Mrs. Thaddeus Grant, Mrs. have been singularly honored at the disease and her death was not un ary and of the Red Cross, and durim: ||
11 A good idea would be to spend a short
her life she has made many lasting!
Jason Hassell, Mrs. Harry Mishou, University of Maine. Ralph N. Hutchi expected.
time in our store where suggestions
i s nimiiiiiMiiminmimiMiiiuimiinn iiiiritiimiiirmi
lkflss Helen McKay, Miss Marlon son, son of A. A. Hutchison, and Van
She is survived by her husband and friends. A devoted wife, a loving! H i Jlllllfllllltllif•::i.tilliiltffljJiiu m f,ji
will occur to you on every hand, as
Cleveland and E. L. Cleveland attend Tingley, son of F. L Tingley, have three daughters, Mrs. EL P. Craig of mother, she leaves a place in many
been
chosen
for
the
Sophomore
Owls,
hearts
that
will
never
be
filled.
j
ed the Maine Musical Festival in
we have hundreds of distinctive gifts
)unton, Texas, Mrs. Elsie Sutherland
honorary society of the University of of Augusta, and Miss Emma Packard
E'uneral services were* held Tuesday. !
Bangor Jast week.
suitable for every occassion, all
Mrs. George McIntyre and daughter Maine. The members of this society R. N. of Lowell, Mass., all of whom October fourth, in Somerville, a f ’ e "
priced in accordance with the market.
Dawn left Saturday for New York who are chosen by the members of have visited here and are known to which the remains were brought to |
j Houlton for burial in Elvergreen
where they will make their home In the previous year, are selected on the many friends.
Our many years of experience is at
Funeral services and burial took j cemetery beside the lots of her three j
the future with Phil McIntyre who basis of their popularity and activity
your
service.
,
children.
!
place Saturday.
has been employed there for the past in college life.
year. Mr. McIntyre will remain in
Houlton for an indefinite time.
Mrs. Marlon Eastman of Portland
Ti m accepted a position with the
Maynard S. Bird Company of Port
land and Rockland as a bond sales
woman for which work she has taken
a special course- of instruction. She
w ill make her headquarters in Houl
ton.
Mrs. Mary Stuart recently returned j
from Prouts Neck where she has been |
the guest of her sister Mrs. David J
| i J e w e l e r ana
Johnson for several weeks. Mrs.
Even a penny profit of cash in hand
m | Optometrist
number of people -can cut its profits
Stuart is to return to^Orono in a few
g I Houlton
to the people and yet build up a
gives the dealer a better chance for
days to take up her duties as matron !
== rinnmimimiuimtnmiiiiiJii! tmiiiiitmimmimi:
successful
business.
Wert1
telling
you
.MmiimtimnnniHiiiHiiMimiiMiiMiiiMumiMimiiiimmmimiiiiiimmmiHHiimimiiiHtHiiii? s
success in his work than a dollar
at the Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity j
the story in plain facts, untrimmed,
profit charged on a book. We sell for
house.
|
ungarnished -it's all a question of
cash,
and in the selling for cash w,>
Mrs. Maud Cumming, Junior Past
selling for cash, selling to a larger
2| ^iitrtuniiinimimmtmmiimji iiiinnniMiitiniuiinmiiiniiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitfiiMtiiitnimiiiifMituiiitmiitiiuiifiiiMfiiiiimiiitfiiiimtuik
limit the prolt that you may have the
number of people and making it
Noble Grand of the Portia Rebekah
benefit and may be influenced to buy
Lodge will represent the Houlton
profitable, to you all by making it
and to spend, that we may have the
chapter at the meeting to be held in
profitable to the hist limit. Quality
c e m e n t
smaller profits but tin* more custom
Portland next Tuesday, October 18.
will never be sacrificed for profit.
ers. The secret of American busi
Mr. Alex Cumming and Mr. Guv
We’ll sell you the finest of drug store
▼ HI -myniiittiff11mu
1111n
in i n 11iimh iii 11ii ir 1111m im ii 11in i
iiiiniHiiimtiitHiHiiiiimiimHiiiiimHiimniiiHiuitimiiiiimiifiHimiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiMiir^
ness methods is “ turnover.” The more
Porter will represent the Rockabema
goods, give you tint best of medicines,
goods sold the greater tin* bulk of
Lodge I. O. O. F. at the same meet
give you ideal service, work, and sell
profits, therefore the store doing the
The First National Bank is
everything a modern drug store should
ing.
^
largest business—serving the largest
Mr. Fred Moore, formerly of this
sell, but sell it for less.
distributing Maine Centennial
town, now residing in Somerville,
Mass., visited friends in town during
Half Dollars at
his recent trip bringing the body of
liis wife who was buried in the Ever
green Cemetery. He was accompani
e d by his sons, Arthur and Clifford,
and daughters Nina, Alice and Doris,
e a c h
1
and daughter Nina.
, Dr. and Mra. Fred Mitchell entertain
We’ll never permit ourselves to be
and thiink of us first for every single
ed a few members of the senior class
undersold—undersold
in price perhaps
thing that a drug store could supply.
o f Houlton High School at their home
by our refusal to lower quality for
Give us your confidence and get more
o n Main street last Thursday evening,
the sake of lowering price. Never
of our fine quality and our better
the occasion being the birthday of
undersold in quality, because that will
protection on quality and price. Tell
th eir daughter Helen. The guests
maintain without regard to anything
your friends and their friends the
enjoyed an evening of excellent en
else.
The best service will be added
message we are presenting to you—
tertainment of games and music and
I Coupons on t h e F o u r t h
to every purchase, but never any
it’s more sales, more customers we
Miss Mitchell was presented with a
extra
cost
for
this.
Depend
on
us
want, but with equitable profit to all.
huge box of chocolates. Ice cream
| Liberty Loan are due and
|
and cake were served^ The follow
ing were present: Marjf Ocrutt, Marie,
payable October 15 th, 1921
|
Chamberlain. Margaret Chamberlain,
Lue Brown, Ruth Yerxa, Leland
Hovey. Donald McCluskey, Lewis
Bltbar* Lafayette Ervin, .and Carl

John

P.

Costello

Undertaker

That
E lu s iv e
Thought

J

W e are Satisfied Fully w ith -------------------

Penny-Profit C u s t o m e r s
If W e Can Get Enough of Them

If

P t'T r y

nn o un

Never Undersold
Our Slogan— Your Protection

Munro’s W est End Drug Store

50c
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the men killed in the conflict between
The conditions named by the donors in the country will be better equipped would entail heavy expense. In a
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
those limits.
were that their names should not be for physical training than the Watercanvass of 31 large concerns in eight
English sociologists are of the made public and that the cost of the ville institution.
Also on the first Sunday In the
states it was found by the American
month at 10.30
Fine Staff of Coaches
By James F. Brooks, Director, Amer opinion that the great difference in stand should also be withheld. This
Great Britain is not due to the ' war promise the trustees are bound to re
The fund donated by Charles Sea Insttute of Weights and Measures
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
ican Highway Educational Bureau
Sunday School at noon.
verns of Hartford, Conn., provided for that the cost of these establishments
The problems of the old road over- alone. In 1831 there were 1040 women spect.
Evening
prayer and sermon at 7
for
every
1000
men;
in
1871,
1054;
,
i
the
creation
of
an
athletic
chair
and
The stand will be dedicated to th e . U1C
aeer of twenty-five or thirty years ago
alone would amount to more than ! 0 c^oc^in
1911,
10'18;
while
in
1921
the
excess
,,
,
a
lirQ
I.
C.
Harry
Edwards
who
has
recently
men of Colby who served in the war,
.
were very different from the problems
,
.
FirstACongregational
aggregate, necessi-,
Rey
M Th0mps0D|Church
pastor.
., . setting forth
„ 4.u tuicr
mi 1will
been
elected athleticdirector, ’ arrived $20,000,000 in the
this nr,
fact
which confront road officials today. had mounted so that there are today and atablet
something
more
than
1090
women
to
,
,
a
~
tha
otana
recently
and
has
begun
his
work.
Mr.
be
placed
upon
one
side
of
the
stand.
;
,
tated
in
adjustments
and
replacej
Morning
Worship
at
10.30.
There was no need in his day for an
home
extensive educational campaign, for every 1000 men in the British Isles.
ments. There appears to be no g o o d ; Sunday School at 12 o’clock with,
The stand is to be built, m stadium i1Edwards,, whose
.
„ is. m _Waterbury
,. „
m e sta.nu
) is a graduate of the Springfield, Mass,
the reason that the roads under his The tendency existed before the war; j style
without covering, but it is so de-1
reason to pay such a high price for
classes for men and women.
supervision were not extensively used. the war has quickened it.
signed that if at any time it should be Training School, where he took a six
abandoning
a
system
that
the
public
j
r
°
ung People’s Meeting at 6 P mThis disturbs the Enlish publicists
Traffic originated and terminated
thought best to put a top on it, this years’ course and where he had much is familiar with from long usage.
Pravermeeting
Tuesday evenings at.
!
^
and
students
of
social
science.
Nature
experience as a teacher as well as
mainly within the narrow confines of
can be done.
may
in
the
course
of
years
restore
pupil.
He
is
a
regular
member
of
the
,
his neighborhood, so that whatever
Other additions to Colby’s athletic
The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even?
BANKRUPT’S PETITION FOR
his road problems may have been the normal equilibrium, but the in equipment are the new cinder track faculty and will teach some branches i
ings weekly.
DISCHARGE
they were in plain view of everybody tervening period cannot be short. which has already been completed and as well as directing the athletic activ-!, In the matter of
]
The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday
When
the
overseas
Dominions
were
; In Bankruptcy
The propaganda end of his job was.
the proposed iron fence which is to ities Of the college. He is a Sturdy ap- I Albert B. Anderson
afternoons weekly.
Bankrupt |
therefore, a very simple matter. A settling and starting on their pros enclose the grounds. The cinder track pearing young man of athletic build, j
The
Ladies’ Missionary Society meetsi
and already has made a fine ixnpres- ; r<> tUe Ha,h (,0irence Male, Judge of the
few hours on horseback to notify the perous industrial careers, the dethe
second Wednnesday of each
ficieney of women in those great j was constructed at uost of $7,000 and Sion upon the members of the faculty
District Court of the United .States for
neighbors when and where to bring
experts have pronounced as good as
month.
the District of Maine.
domains
worked
decidedly
to
the
and the students who have met him.
their axes and. picks, and the thing
ALBERT B. ANDERSON, of Stockholm
advantage of the women on the there is anywhere in the country. It
First Baptist
The track activities of the college |in the County of Aroostook, and State
was done.
consists
of
a
quarter
of
a
mile
circular
Court St
by Mike of Maine, in said District, respectful
But as population increased, traffic ground. Is excess of women likely to track and a 100 and 220 yards straight will continue to -he directed
Rev. Henry C Speed, pastorgrew and mileage lengthened. Our work contrariwise, And how will the away. The 100 yards straightaway is Ryan, who has produced splendid re ly represents that on the 23rd day of
July, 1921, last p«\st, he was duly
feminine
preponderance
affect
public
sults
in
the
few
years
he
has
been
l" 30 morning worship with sermon
processes of development have gone
located directly in front of the new
adjudged bankrupt under the acts of
12.00 Bible School with classes foron until today our highways extend sentiment on the general problem of stand and just outside the gridiron. with the college, and the football <’(ingress relating to bankruptcy; that
the enfranchisement of women? If
coach is Jack McAuliffe, who is now lie has duly surrendered all his property aen and women.
in their dally use miles beyond the
The 220 yards stretch is on the other
the
destiny
women
usually
expect
to
6:00 Senior C. E. Service
engaged with a squad of 30 huskies and rights of property, antis has fully
mere range of neighborhood vision
side of the field.
complied with all the requirements of
fulfil
is
denied
them,
it
seems
inevit
on
Seaverns field.
7:00 Song Service followed by ser
With this new traffic extending under
The track will be used for practice
said acts and of the orders of the court mon.
The college is now without a base touching his bankruptcy.
the pressure of modern needs against able that many more will enter o n , this Kali and Spring, and will be dediball coach but one will he elected be
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday
Wherefore, He prays that he may be
an all-too-slow extension of modern the professions opened to them in
late years than would do so were the j cate(* next Spring, when the Maine in fore Spring.
decreed by the court to have a full dis evening at 7:30.
roads to meet those needs, complex
balance not so disturbed, a probabili-1 terc‘°Hegiate meet will be held at
charge from all debts provable against
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at.
problems have been created with the
Colby.
his estate under said bankrupt
acts, 7:30.
ty
that
may
mean
an
intensity
of
result that an educational campaign
except
such
debts
as
are
excepted
by
METRIC
SYSTEM
COMES
HIGH
The proposed new fence will extend
competition heretofore unknown. It
All Seats free.
law from such discharge.
for , highway
improvement
now
from the present gymnasium to Co
Announcement is made that a
may
be
that
many
will
emigrate
to
Dated this 21st day of September, A. D
amounts to more than a ride around
Methodist Episcopal
New Zealand and Australia, Canada burn Hall, taking in that building and Senate sub-committee will soon con 1921.
the neighborhood to collect a group
thence to College avenue to the new
A L B E R T B. A N D E R SO N
and
South
Africa,
where
opportunities
Corner
School and Military Streets.
duct hearings on the bill introduced
o f fanners with primitive tools. It
Bankrupt.
for employment are as numerous and s^an(l- which will be made a part of
Rev.
A. E. Luce, Pastor
mesons an exhaustive research into
ORDER OF NOTICE T HER EO N
for marriage much greater than in
enclosing structure. The design by Senator Ladd of North Dakota District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
the true relationship of the road to
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermonGreat Britain. Fortunately British has not yet been accepted, but one [ providing for the compulsory adoption
On this 1st day of October, A. D. 12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ
the entire public—city and country—
was
submitted
to
A.
F.
Drummond,
1921,
on
reading
the
foregoing
Petition,
of the metric system of weights and
parents began before the war to pro
ized and Graded Classes (or all.
it is—
and the presentation of facts so
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
vide their daughters with better chairman of the athletic council, which measures after 10 years. The use of
obtained honestly and clearly before
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
Preparatory Members Class.
equipment for earning their own liv will probably he adopted.
the metric system has been per be had upon the same on the 25th day of 6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting?
the people. The truth is, much as
It is to be wholly of iron of ornaing.
November, A. D. 1921, before the said
under the auspices of the Epwortb
discuss good roads, we very often
j mental design with posts of stone ma- missible since 1866, but its adoption court, at Bangor in said district. Northern
League.
go into a campaign with a woeful
Division, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; 7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service^
NEW COLBY GRANDSTAND j sonrv, between the sections. The fence has been on a very limited scale. and
lack of actual bedrock, vote-compelling
that notice thereof be published in
with vested chorus choir
! will be eight feet in height, with a gate Business men have preferred the old
Work began last week on Colby’s
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
information.
12 feet in width on College avenue. system, largely because the change in said district, Northern Division, and
Tuesday evening.
Few of us realize that thousands new grandstand, the latest and most The gates will be hung on two solid
that .all known creditors and other per
upon thousands of acres of land have imposing addition to the athletic columns of stone masonry surmounted
F IR S T C H U R C H O F H O U L T O N
sons in interest may appear at the said
been set aside as routes over which equipment of the college, and with by granite caps. On the gate, either
time and place and show cause, if any
Unitarian
they have, why the prayer of the said j
• to haul produce and supplies from one favorable weather it is hoped to have in the form of a tablet or in large iron
Military
Street
at Kelleran
petitioner should not be granted.
I
point to another, and yet these routes It completed before winter sets in.
letters, will be placed the name of the
And
it
is
further
ordered
by
the
court,
>
Preaching
Sendee
regularly every'
The new stand is to be by far the
are permitted to remain in such condi
that the clerk shall send by mail to all
new field, “ Seaverns Field.” The two
Sunday
at
10.45
a.
m.
tion as to prevent the full use for largest and most expensive structure wings to the gate will be so built that
known creditors copies of said petition j Sunday School every Sundhy at 12:00
which they were intended. Such land of the kind in Maine and there will be
and this order, addressed to them at j
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
they can be turned aside and three
a,eir places of residence as stated.
, M Coort Street
T «L lt t -W
is worse than idle. It becomes an in few if any small colleges in the coun temporary stiles put in, when any
\\
ltness
The
Honorable
Clarence
Hale,
excusable and enormous drain on the try which will have so large or so good
games are going on.
Judge of the said court, and the sea 1 «■■■■■■■■■■■■*■'11
■■ "
public,*a drain which will increase a one. It is to be built of solid re
thereof, at Bangor, in the Northern Divi
The
funds
for
the
fence
have
sion of said district, on the 1st day of
annually until we shall have completed inforced concrete and will seat 2,500
i already been secured and it will he
October, A. D. 1921.
the construction of comprehensive people. It is being erected on the Col
j completed before the intercollegate
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN
systems of well connected highways lege avenue side of the field, parallel
|track meet in the Spring. On the
Deputy Clerk,
with
the
football
gridiron
and
being
A true ipy of petition and order thereon.
in every state.
! river side and hack a wooden en329
feet
in
length
will
extend
a
few
The pubic must be brought to a
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN
! closure will be erected,
Deputy Clerk.
realisation of the fact that inventive feet beyond the goal posts on both j The only thing that now remains to
sides.
genius, in the application of motiveLife is a burden when the body
; complete the athletic equipment of
The new stand was designed by
I
CHURCH SERVICES
power to the wheel, has improved
is racked with pain. Everything
j the college is a modern gymnasium
Free Baptist
both the wheel and the vehicle which Bunker and Savage, Augusta archi i to replace the present structure, which
worries and the victim becom es
Rev. F. Clark Hartley, Pastor
it conveys. It must also realize that tects, who will also supervise its con- j has done service almost as long as
despondent and downhearted. T o
Morning
service at 10.30 A. M
struction.
Previous
to
asking
tor
a
man by his industry has increased . . . . . . .
bring back the sunshine take
.,
the oldest grad can remember. A
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
the Augusta concern, the;
. . . . .
the load, while the road remains design. from
. . . .
, .
.
committee is at work upon this and
Young People's meeting 6.00 P M.
,
,
. 1
practically in its primitive state. As committee had secured plans from
the
members have made such progress
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
a result of this uneven development, New York and Philadelphia firm of
Special music by choir.
the modernised wheel with its in architects and they found that t h e 'trat ,he-v are c0,1,i,lent il wil1 be ° " lv
a year or two before the much needed |
Choir
practice Monday nights
home
talent
had
given
them
a
better
creased load has stalled on the un
I building will become a reality. When I
Tuesday
night church prayer and
design
than
had
the
New
Yorkers.
improved highway, making the de
' that hope is realized, no small college !
T he national remedy o f Holland for o v e r
,
raise
Service.
As
stated,
the
stand
is
329
feet
in
livery of food products in sufficent
1
i
200 years; it is an enemy o f all pains re
quantity irregular, difficult and ex front. It is 40 feet on the sides and
Church of the Good Shepherd
sulting from kidney, liver and uric acid
B A N K R U P T ’ S PETITION FOR
the distance from the base to the top j
troubles. All druggists, three sizes.
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
pensive.
1
DISCHARGE
Look for the name Gold Modal oa ovor? M s
Sunday Services
the road problem begins to seat is 17 feet. Above this there is a In the matter of
Some
men
are
young
at
eighty
1
j
and accapt no imitation
fork in every known direction, piling rail about two feet high. There will Fred W. Durepo
—others are old at forty.
I In Bankruptcy '
Bankrupt I
j
Jrooble upon trouble for all concern be 14 tiers of seats, set apart by aisles
It’s about the same way with
TimwnmiiimiiniiiniiiiiiiMiiiniiiiMiiirTTTm
TTniimiiiiiiiiiiinimTiimiiiiMiiiiiimimiiTnimimTinninnifTniirrmiiiHiiiniiiCTriiirirfHiinTfmn'mM'rrmiTir.TTTrmr
4<]. Tlia farmer is forced to devote into six divisions. On both ends will To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the - batteries.
District Court of the United States for ,
lOO largo a part of his time to un- *>© panels of ornamental brick, which
the District of Maine.
Their usefulness depends on
productive work, thereby lessening
add greatly to the appearance of
FRED W.
DUREPO, of Limestone
An Old Family
the care they have had, the
Doctors everywhere look with favor on
Ma chances of profit, and upon the fhe structure. Horace Purinton and in the county of Aroostook, and State
Doctor's Favorite
amount
o
f
work
they
have
had
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
of Maine,
in said District, respect- ;
wholo discouraging rather than stimu- S°ns of Waterville are the builders,
Prescription
to do, how they have been used,
They know its value as a “ first aid,”
lattng the extension of farm operaThe matter of a new stand for the fully represents that on the 5th day of j
and most important o f all— on
May, 1921, hist past,
he was duly
before they reach their patients. This
tlona. The average loss of farm time athletic field of the college was taken adjudged bankrupt under the acts of i the original quality o f the bat
is particularly true in remote places
due to unimproved roads has been UP by the trustees at the commence- Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
where there is sure to he a delay.
tery.
Nothing better for Croup, Chills,
SOtUnited as equivalent to the loss naent week meeting, and President A. he has duly surrendered all his property
There are many good reasons
Coughs, Colds, Colic, Inflamation of
o f more than a quarter of a million J* Roberts with Herbert E. Wadsworth and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of
the Bowels, etc. Should be in every
back of the decisions o f the man
ntM engaged in farm labor. On the
Winthrop, one of the loyal alumni said acts and of the orders of the court
medicine closet for emergencies.
ufacturers o f 173 cars and trucks
otte r hand as a result of this same of the college, were appointed a com touehing his bankruptcy.
Liberal bottles sold everywhere.
iNiiiiiiiiiiiiimuiiiiiNMNiiHitNmiiwmiiiiiiHiiimiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiimuiHiiimiiiiHUHiiiiiiiiiuiiiumimniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniMiMiimihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimuiiMiiiiuiiitiiM
Wherefore, He prays that he may h e 1 to use Willard Threaded Rubber
Uteven development the consumer, mittee to secure funds for the same.
Batteries.
decreed
by
the
court
to
have
a
full
dis,
jThp is engaged in necessary com- *t was largely through Mr. Wadscharge from all d e b t s provable against
Come in and we’ll tell you
ite rd a l and industrial enterprise, is worth’s efforts that parties were his estate under said bankrupt acts,
mere about them.
burdened with ever increasing prices found who promised to bear the en except such debts as are excepted by
for food, due primarily to traffic condi- tire expense of the proposed new law from such discharge.
H. M. Cates & Son, Inc.
1kited this 21st day of .September, A. I».
tions which discourage maximum structure
Mechanic Street
1921.
production and direct delivery from
FRED W. DCREI’O
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T IT IO N FOR
Bankrupt.
the farm. Both producer and con
ORDER OF NOTICE THER EON
DISCHARGE
•umer are therefore paying toll to
A true investment is one that .gives
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
the unimproved road and the amount IIn the matter of
you safety—freedom from all care, no
*m this 1st day of October, A.
I >.
[ In Bankruptcy
they pay benefits no one—not even John c" Houghton
1921. on reading the foregoing Petition,
anxiety, and no need of constant
Bankrupt. •
the road itself—for the money and To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the it is—
watchfulness.
energy thus expended ultimately dis District Court of the United States for i OrQere{1 bV tbe Court, I hut a boa rim.iad
u)
ion the sa Mila on the
day of
the District of Maine.
Such an investment is an account
appears in mud.
(‘intici', A. D. i:i 21, Im■fore til ft said
JOHN C. HOIT.HTON, of Fort Fairwith the Houlton Savinas Hank. \Yhv
So that the educational side of field in the County of Aroostook and
■t, at Bangor in S, ilid dis trie t, N. >rt hern
not open one now?
sion. at ton o'(i-ln■ek in tin■ fol■cmhm :
highway work has become a very JStato of Maine, in said District respect t hat notice til « rc f lo • :■uhlis C d in
important matter.
Loosely drawn |fully represents that on th 11th day of
Hoult on Times I new sp.'Uaer iirintfd
January,
last
arguments in favor of road improve-1 January>
last past,
i,ast- hi
ht
'July tin aid
distriet, N«»r(

modern highway

EDUCATION WORK

j

we

BETTER
D EAD

GOLD M EDAL

W hen is a
Battery O ld ?

Hare

Favored

by P h y s i c i a n s

Batteries

'

! ndluilirAil
adjudged bankrupt as aforesaid

licrn 1>i’risioin, and
all Imown er< Pus auni nth. ■r perBoth defeat their own object.
ruptcy; that he has duly surrendered sol o in it Itercst in; *y appe ir ;It 11)•■ said
all his property and rights of property, I inn and pla.ee a nrl .-'ll' IW e;ii ISO. if any
and has fully complied with all the re IIn•\ ha \a•, why tlii♦* pray ■r of til e said
i( >ner should n
he K'ran ted.
quirements of said Acts and of the
id it is further ordered by the court,
Both in France and in England Iorders of Court touching his bank
the .dork .Dial 1
nd 1iy i'nail to all
ruptcy.
rn creditors e. ■pi es ,,f sa id pet it j, .1)
the disparity between the number
Wherefore he pray*, That he may be
this order. a<Dll •CSSed to the in at
o f women and the number of men I decre*d by the Court to have a full dis• planns of resi de nee a
tater1.
1charge from all debts provable against
itn e s s The Hon <>raide ( Marellee Hale,
JS very great. Full returns are not I his estate under said bankruptcy " a 'cIs
■ft of the said e, iurt, a rid tile■ seal
yet available, but a single residen- ®x® '
debts as are excepted by
.
. _ _ - n |!aw from such discharge.
thereof, at Bangor, in the Northern Divitial district In Paris snows 47,0001 Dated ,this
v, iu 24th
oaiv, ao,,
__ >__ A.
. D. 1sion of said district, on the 1st d a y n!
day of September,
j October, A. D. 1921.
men and 66,000 women. Tbe census 11 92 1
j (L. S.)
ISABEL SUFF.HAN,
JOHN HOUGHTON
v shows that the surplus of women is
j
Deputy Clerk.
Btinkrupt.
greatest between the ages of 20 and
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
ORDER OF N O TIC E T H E R E O N
30. Justifying the common Impression
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN,
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
that it is due chiefly to the war, since
Deputy Clerk.
On this 1st day of October, A. D.
under

WOMEN EXCEED MEN

1

H ou ' l t o n S a v i n g s B ^ n k
H O U L T O N ,

8Uch

1921, on reading the foregoing petition,
It is—Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 25th day of
November, A. D. 1921, before said <’ourt
at Bangor In said District, Northern
Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published In
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
in said District, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and ether per
sons in Interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, If any
they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.

And It Is Further Ordered by the Court.

In Packages of 10 Cigars each

I E 2H D i

That
the
Clerk
shall
send
by
mail to all known creditors copies of said
petition and this order, addressed to
them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
Judge of the said Court, and the seal
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi
sion of said District on the 1st (lay of
October, A. I). 1921.
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
Deputy Clerk
A true copy of petition and order thereon
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN.
Deputy Clerk

Dividends at the rate of 4% per annum
have been paid for the past 11 years

M A I N ,E ’

This trademark, stamped in red
on the case, identifies the Willard
Threaded Rubber Battery.

CONSERVES TIME AND MONEY

CLARIONS MEET THE NEWSTANDARDS
OF EFFICIENCY

A Checking Account is the most
useful medium of payment—assuring
safety—and conserving time and
money.
You are invited to open a Check
ing Account with the Houlton Trust
Company.

Being s& thoroughly made
they conserve

LABOR, TIME
and FUEL

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
BANGOR, MAINE
Established 1839

HAMILTON-GRANT COMPANY, HOULTON, MAINE

4 % Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

i?0 ULT0 ^
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Of the arable land, 1,757,000 hectares the war. At the end of 1918 less than has repaired the roads, the land and sidered) the costs per ton-mile mount
damage Germany had caused. Pro
were
ruined.
Of these 1,669,000 2,000,000 inhabitants were there. To the factories before repairing his own
duction being her chief need, France
rapidly, being roughly from 1% to 2
set about repairing her machinery of hectares have been levelled, 1,495,000 day these regions number 4,666,000 room. He restored our production
cultivated and in 1920 the crops of inhabitants, 610,000 less than in 1914. and believed his roof would come. He times as much at 30 miles per hour
One of the old fashioned institutions 1production first and foremost,
the
devastated regions were 50 per But how are they living in wrecks of has not got his roof. His house has as at 15 miles. The exact amounts
which has not lost its charm is the j The primary need of the devastated
cent
of the before war total as against homes, in dugouts of the Germans not followed because money is lack depend on the grade, cost of coal and
County Fair. If one doubts this state regions was transportation. There
and of the allies, in cellars—wherever ing.
24
per
cent, in 1919.
fore
France
set
about
rebuilding
rail
supplies, car repairs, wages, etc., bat
ment one should have been at South
shelter can be had. Glance over the
Next,
France
turned
her
attention
“ We are told that even if we had they can be definitely determined in
roads,
highways
and
canals.
Paris recently on the “ big day” of
What has France done alone and un to the factories. At the end of 1918, few figures and you can see what money we would lack materials and any case. This demonstrates the
the Oxford County exhibit. A lowery
remain to be done. Five hundred and labor. That is not true. It is lack of expensive nature of handling live
morning had no visible effect upon aided to repair the railroads of the 24,500 factories were unworkable be
ninety
thousand houses were damaged payments, and that alone, which for stock, and when to this is added the
cause
of
war
ravages.
Four
thousand
the inhabitants if the steady rush of devastated regions? Today’s figures
in
the
war, 293,000 were razed to the six months has paralyzed our efforts. possible depreciation of the load if
five
hundred
were
destroyed
and
with
show
that
of
2404
kilometers
of
main
cars which filed through the entrance
ground
and 296,000 were partially That should be repeated and repeated, the cattle are not delivered in time
out
machinery;
6300
were
standing,
railroad
destroyed,
2385
are
in
opera
gates had any evidence to give. By
destroyed.
Forty-four thousand have not only because it is the truth, but for the market, we can easily under
but
without
machinery,
and
9500
tion.
Of
2325
kilometres
of
lacal
noon time there was standing room
only anywhere about, and as for try lines, 775 are in operation. Of 52,000 partially damaged by shells. Of thes° been rebuilt nad 280,000 repaired. In it is the only means of preventing the stand the suggestion of an operating
ing to see anything of the indoor kilometres of highway destroyed, 54,- establishments, 3800 are today in fi .1 addition 40,000 barracks, 60,000 wooden government from giving up our rights officer that his competitors should be
exhibits only the tall men and women 000 have been restored. Of 1036 kilo activity and 5500 in partial activity. house sand 29,000 nondescript houses solemnly written in the treaty of Ver allowed to take the stock business.
had any chance. This person was metres of canals put out of use, 964 Eleven thousand are not yet repaired. havebeen erected. Of the normal sailles. Let the money come and the Passenger traffic is even more ex
The eighteen-hour trains
carried along in the crowded slow- are working today. Of the bridges However, the more important estab habitations before the war 92.5 per houses will follow.”— (Copyright 1921, pensive.
between New York and Chicago were
moving tide that was just short of a and tunnels the Germans ruined, 2200 lishments have received the greater cent, are lacking. That represents by New York Times Company.)
so notorously costly to operate that
suffocating jam and the wise person o f 3600 have been rebuilt or repaired. attention, and of 4500 damaged the big reconstruction task remain
Ih other words, of the main railroad establishments, employing more than ing.
for several years they have been
turned attention to studying the types
THE COST OF SPEED
Turning finally to political rehabili
abandoned. It has been demonstrat
vwther than the laces or the veget linas, 99.6 per cent, have been restor 20 persons, 79 per cent are in opera
tation, one may remark that the
That speed increases the cost of ed that a speed of about 15 miles per
ables. The general expression of ed. Of the canals 93 per cent., of the tion.
So far in the program France has municipalities ceased to function in railroad hauling in a very striking hour is the most economical for
opinion was thar-Hiese exhibits were bridges and tunnels 75 per cent of
done
well. She has done what has 3256 communities and they have been manner, we are told by George R. ordinary freght-trains, and such comter superior to the State fair and the the highway 64 per cent., of the local
been
done
by her sole effort, and a re-established in 3216. Of 6690 schools Henderson in the Railway Age. In codities as coal, ore, lumber, etc., cost
ralroads
28.3
per
cent.
spirit and temper of the people was
heavy
effort
it has been, for the closed by the war 6613 are reopened. the first place, he says, the train-load less to haul per ton on account of
After
restoration
of
means
of
com
flue.
country,
bled
white
by her war efforts. Three hundred and seventy thousand must be greatly reduced if we wish speed alone than fast freights, such
munication,
France
turned
to
the
land.
Early in the morning of the first
But,
great
as
her
effort has been, children are in school today, as com to haul at high speeds. As a locomo as perishable fruits and live stock. If
There
were
277,000,000
cubic
meters
day two men one of them selling some
France’s
reconstruction
is far from pared with $580,000 in 1914.
of
trenches
to
be
filled.
Of
these
tive has a horse-power limit, depend the speed is arranged to suit the
o f the catch penny stuff that always
complete.
But
here
the
accounting
of
In presenting these figures of the ing upon its boiler capacity, it follows goods, the most economical transporta
219,000,000
cubic
meters
have
been
lines along the midway were talking.
"Last week I was away down country, filled. There were 310,000,000 square conditions shows how false is the government reconstruction service in that at twice the speed, only one-half tion results—in any case the cost of
among the Rubes f say, did you ever meters of barbed wire entanglements German claim that France is making an article L ’lllustration will publish the tractive effort will be available; the speed factor—may be determined
go way down the coast to Bar Har to clean up, and 249,000,000 have been no serious effort to rebuild the tomorrow, Andre Tardieu observes: at three times the speed, only one- by careful study, but it requires time
wrecked regions and that French
“ There is no need of conclusions. third the tractive effort, approximate and patience.
High-speed trains,,
bor?” asked one. “ Never went down cleaned up. There were 3,800,000
folks
who
lived
there
have
moved
hectares
messed
up
by
the
war.
Of
The
figures speak for themselves. The ly.
either passenger or freight*, cause
below Augusta, that’s Rube enough
“ The coal burned per ton-mile may delays and therefore expense to other
fo r me,” said the other. “ Thought this 3,415,000 have been purged of away and do not wish to come back. Frenchman, individualist as he is, has
projectiles
and
3,126,000
rectares
Before
the
war
4,676,000
people
sacrificed
in
the
work
of
reconstruc
not
vary greatly, but as the crew is trains which must give them safe
your territory covered all Maine,”
lived in the provinces damaged by tion individuality to collectivity. He paid by the mile (overtime not con clearance.”
observed the first. “ It dees but I leveled once again.
don’t go to jay places like Bar Harbor.
I only go where there is a chance to
d o some business,” said the second
man.
There are yet people who love
good horse trot, in spite of the ascend
•ncy of the autobubble. As evidenced
b y the inability to get a seat of any
sort on the five thousand capacity
grandstand early in the afternoon of
the second day. In spite also of the
tect that a racing horse today is such
a complete affair of straps and
binders, poles fastened to noses and
blindfolded eyes that one loses sight
of the horse in the anxious watch as
t o which part of the rigging will first
part company with its supports. A
real handsome, smooth-playing mus
cled, fearless animal is an anamoly
today on the track. This particular
day attentios was divided between the
golden-throated New York Cabaret
singer who hailed from Lewiston, Me.
and a trio of people in the front row
under the wire seats of the grand
stand. Two men and a woman bearing
all the earmarks of prosperity and
interest in the sport took their seats
very early. The woman was a hand
some mature well-dressed person and
her men carried steamer rugs, cush
ions and what not for her comfort.
Man fashion they chewed their
cigars and tipped their hats at im
possible angles when the race in
which they were specially interested
came off, but the women kept the
grandstand amused and interested by
her enthusiasm.
Every time the
horses came before the party she
would spring to her feet and scream
■directions to the driver, or encourag
ing cries of “ Come on Josephine. Get
ahead Josephine” till Josephine, the
roan mare, was out of sight. Later
In the day I heard a couple of swipers
yelling, “ Get there Josephine,” to
some girls as they trotted past.
The disagreeable feature of the
week was the prevalence of the pick
pocket.
More empty pocketbooks
w ere brought into the office than ever
before by far. There was one booth
where mllinery was sold that was the
seek on which many a woman struck
bard. She would life both arms to put
stood on the platform , beside the New Edison. She
O ctober third at the H. H. S. Auditorium, the New
a hat on her head for trial and some
sang.
In the midst o f her song, she stopped singing.
Edison
proved
that
there
is
no
difference
between
its
body would lift her pocketbook from
The
New
Edison took up the song, and continued it
RE-CREATION o f m usic and the original music. It
her coat pocket at the same time.
Pretty soon the empty book would be
alone.
Thus, they alternated,— singer and p h on o
was p roof that would be good in any court o f law.
picked up by some one, tossed over
graph.
Into the exhibit shelves or some
If you did not attend' take the trouble to find out
w here else and returned to the office
The audience had to w atch Mies L u cey’s lips- in
exactly
what happened. Investigate all the details of
Almost every loss reported occurred
order
to be certain which was singing. The New Edi
this
drastic
test.
It
was
given
particularly
for
the
In some such way as this.
Next to the hot dog, the baby doll
son
’s
triumph
was com plete and spectacular.
(m usic-lovers o f H oulton,— so that they might know,
1s the sure winner at a place of this
through their own personal experience, that there is a
wort. W e thought we had seen happy
Rem em ber that no other phonograph can sustain
phonograph w hich can give them tin* exact per
•crowds with baby dolls before but
this
test! Rem em ber that you want a phonograph
form an ce o f the living artist.
nothing like this special party. Down
which does! And rem em ber that the New Edison did
the midway every second booth was
a doll shop and in the afternoon when
Leola Lucey, fam ous soprano, made the test. She
it,— right here in Houlton.
business got lively three dolls for a
35 cent chance was the rule. The
person who did not carry one of these
flirtatious, wicked-eyed dollies by 4
o'clock was not noticed in the crowd.
And the funny part of it was whether
a man got three or six he was not
willing to sell a single member of his
newly acquired family. Triplets were
“ The Phonograph with a Soul’
th e thing.—Grace Wynne in the Port
land Express.

THE OLD FASHIONED
COUNTY FAIR

Ask Some One
W ho W as There

FRANCE IS
OUT $3,000,000000
The French treasury is almost
"broke.” Why is the French treasury
almost broke? Because It has paid
out 40,000,000 francs to reconstruct
the regions devastated through the
Qerman invasion. For this work, for
which Germany is pledged to pay.
Prance, the victim, has expended a
sum equal to $3,000,000,000 gold. Ger
many, the aggressor, has paid practi
cally nothing.
This is the financial program of
Prance is now determined that there
lhall be a change in the program.
After the Armistice France faced
this situation: Nine of her most pro
tective provinces had been put in
condition where they could not proluce. Her labor supply was curtailed
fry the loss through death and mutila
tion of more than 2,000,000 of her
sons. He r economic condition is
perilous because of the sacrifices she
made to the common allied cause.
Prance saw that her existence de
pended upon the reparation of the

You can have, in your own home, the exact kind of
instrument used in the test. This was an Official
Laboratory M o d e l,- out of our own stock. Select any
Official Laboratory Model in our store, and we will
guarantee it to sustain the test o f direct com parison,
and to do everything that was done in (he test at the

Auditorium.
Ask us about our Budget Plan. It brings you this
New Edison for a small payment. Any man or wom an,
who loves music, can make a gentlem an’s agreem ent
with us.

Astle Music Company
73 Main Street

HOULTON
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further. You have 100 tons of h a y , “ Wanted, conductors and trainmen to accept reductions in wages, and
which you could sell at $14 a ton— for service on the Bangor and Aroos- the pay increases granted last year
if the roads were passable. Since took railroad in case of strike, Vice- by the United States Labor Board
they
are not you say you
will have presidentof Trainmens organization
THE PACIFIC
were based on the increase cost of
to take about $7 a ton.
That’s a having been quoted in the press as living and government exports show
-Hawaii, Territory
of "the Unitedi
Pa“ » C in renlU-vthe distance (rom |specific point-state or county-am i
Statea, and meet important etrategl- Sa" Franclsc° to Honolulu is o n y jB specific proposition comes up at a difference of $700. You have 2000 stating there would be an immediate a reduction of more than 16% in such
oally of the lands of the Pacific, la ; about half that Iron, Honoluu
to that proposition involves a slight ■»• bushels of potatoes. The difference strike if the members so wished, living expenses.
not aloneinteresting
because of its i Austraia. the Philippines or Japan.crease in taxes to put an end to
in- on that' will be, according to your which seemed practically certain ”
A very clear exemplification of the
figures, about 25 cents a bushel. That
The Btrike which -s at th
present ; condition of the laboring class and
military and naval value to Uncle
“ >e •»'“ «>* « •
i dlreet tax ‘° T St that ‘ ar, “
will amount to $500. Wheat, you say
_
,
Sam,” says a bulletin from the Wash-:
bat coral ha3
‘ he 8 d o e ,s o t i tax increase' that m° “ ent the P01? "
h 'p ™ .®r0*Ie,,lat,t'al is i the scarcll>' »l employment is
given
. .
L.
„ .
.
many of them. The disintegrated lava cal scrubs” begin nulling around the will be about the same. So the lack not f
ington, D. C. headquarters ot in®
'
of
passable
roads
has
cost
you
J1200
I
f
™
,
h
is
T
T
n*
°
‘
'
b>'
U'
e
^
*hat
ther<S
haVe
already
^
i has formed a rich soil which responds, pasture of public opinion and dis- this vear ”
Trainmen s Brotherhood who tavors been several applicants at the railona
eogr p c
.
I liberally to irrigation. Only Cuba i concerting even those who are honest“ It is in many ways literally an
Dropping
his
pencil
and
leaning.
p " * ! Ce,,ta" ce of
“ * w**e <=“ «•!
° » < * tor Jobs on the road. The
and Java produce greater total crops j iy striving to get somewhere. It renment
reports indicate that men wereattracted here by theBosIsland paradise. Scarcely anywhere
of sugar, and the per acre yield of I quires a great deal of patience to be back in his chair, the visitor looked ) tliere
else in the world may one roam
‘ I ? " . 5’00“ ’000 men out : ton ads. which « oes t0sho « how far
Hawaii is the greatest in the world- j charitable with these individuals, steadily at the farmer for a moment ' . „ “ " " T
through tropical jungles with never
and
then
said:
"Brother,
it
seems
t
o
!,
..
.
.
'
1
.
a
111 e< ‘ lates’- Near- men will travel to secure employfour tons without irrigation and six j Whether they are sincere in their
a thought of poisonous insects or
‘ y ‘Ul CU,’ SL',’ labor have l,een (0TOd menttons with. The sugar crop for the J beliefs or not makes no particular me that you are paying an awful road
snakes. Such creatures do not exist
year ended June 30, 1920 was worth difference. The cold truth is they are tax. If the rest of the farmers in this
In these fair islands. Even poison ivy
$78,500,000.
The i pineapple crop, |costing the public too much for their district look at this matter as you do,
and similar plants are unknown. And
then I don’t want to buy in the neigh
second in importance, was valued at political feed.
though in the edge of the tropics,
$18,500,000.
i Here is a case in point. A farmer borhood.”
Hawaii has a cooler temperature by
And yet, when a politician wants
“ One of the most interesting j who was naturally opposed to a highten degrees than any other land in
to
break into office or remain there
the same latitudes. Moreover, one features in regard to Hawaii is the j er tax rate had been induced to j on public favor, he contrives to get
may change his climate at will by a racial make-up of its population. The |believe that he was saving money in in or stay in by widening the gap of
journey of a few miles; for the north country had an a-Hawaiian population j opposing modern roads. For some ; misinformation in the public mind
eastern half of each island, swept by believed to number several hundred j personal reason he offered his farm j concerning this matter of roads,
the trade winds, is rainy and heavily thousands when it first became well tor sale. In showing the productive j Which moves all patient citizens
wooded, while just over the mountain known to Americans. The diseases i power of the soil, a prospective buyer ! who really know what bad roads cost
of civilization, including measles, |was taken to a bin containing 2000
ridge is a drier, warmer region.
killed
off a large part of them in the |bushels of potatoes, granaries filled j to exclaim, “ How long, O Lord, how
Islands Proteges of Boston
i long!”
“ In a way, the United States may years following and in 1920 there were j with wheat, and a surplus of hay
-well thank Boston and its daring only 22,000 full blooded Hawaiians in |amounting to 100 tons. At dinner the 1
traders and missionaries of the early the islands and about 16,000 of mixed j prospective buyer wanted to know |B. & A. TAKES NO
CHANCHES ON STRIKE
days for the fact that Hawaii now flies blood. The two groups constitute! about taxes. He was given the desir-!
less
than
15
per
cent
of
the
255,912
!
ed
information,
and
the
farmer
volunthe Stars and Stripes rather than the
That the Bangor and Aroostook rail
Tri-color or the British Union Jack. people living in the islands in 1920. teered the following:
road is taking active measures to be
The
Americans
and
northern
Europ
“ And another good thing,” he said,
A Spanish navigator first discovered
prepared for any emergency that may
the inlands in 1655 but his country eans made up about 10 per cent, the “ is that we have no road tax to pay
arise
in connection with the proposed
laid no claim to them and they were Portuguese approximately 9y2 and the in this district, that is no tax to
strike
of conductors and brakemen
practically forgotten.
The British Porto Ricans and Spaniards about speak 0f
was evidenced by advertisements
2%.
The
total
Caucasian
population
Captain Cook visited the Hawaiian
That s good, replied the visitor.; which are being printed in daily and
group in 1778 and named them the was thus little more than 20 per cent “ Now just to figure a little on how weekly new'spapers.
Sandwich Islands. Still the islands or only about one-fifth of the entire much I could count on making off this
The advertisement read as follows:
wfere practically unknown. , Then, population. The Japanese population farm—how much hay did you say
folowing the close of the American was 44 per cent and the Japanese, you had out there?”
SCRO FULA MOST
Revolution, American ships began to Chinese and Filipino population to“ About a hundred tons."
sail the seven seas in growing |8©ther, over 60 per cent,
PR OG R ESSIVE NOW
“ What could you get for it?”
Sudden changes of weather are
numbers, and in 1789 the first ship j
-----------------“ Well, if the roads were so I could especially trying, and probably to
flying the Stars and Stripes—from |“POLITICAL SCRUBS”
get to market now, T could probably none more so than to the scrofulous
Boston—visited the Hawaiians. It
IN THE ROAD PASTURE get $14 a ton, but when they dry u p.1and consumptive.
was the first of many from the same
new pasture will he coming on and I
progress of scrofula, during a
port, carrying traders, whalers and . By James W. Brooks, Director, Amer- , ,,
,
,
normal autumn is commonly great,
don suppose
could get more than
ig pro|,able that few people ever
adventurers; and soon the natives
lean Highway Educational Bureau
$7 a ton.”
think of scrofula- its hunches, eruphad learned of the republic on the j
^
flliailcjaj ioss an(] discredit
"Alright: now about potatoes, you tions, and wasting of the body—withcontinent to the east, and came to 0j>
American public, too many sav vou have 20 ih) bushels
What ou* thinking of the
benefit
main
‘ ,
sufferers from it have derived lrom
consider ‘United States and Boston “ political scrubs” are running loose could
\on get tor them.
Hoods Sarsaparilla, whose success in
synonymous.
; in the domain of public discussion on
“ Well, it 1 could haul now I could the treatment of this one disease alone
‘•The Boston traders found each of highways
Thov arG sprp0(linf, (,lIs„
get probable 5n cents a bushel (this would be enough to make it what it
the Islands under a separate k ing., theor|e5 ot ec„ ,10mv fast(,r, it lV(,„ w
was in the pre-war period, but I don’t is- on(“ (,f VV'
‘’an,,,US
with two rival rulers on Hawaii, the seom tha„ th(1B(, tlleoriE,s
])(,
suppose 1 can get more than 2a or
Tll(,n . is j(I-(>],;tpjv not a city or
largest of the islands. One of the killed off. And the all too patient
emits wlmn t lie mads are so I can haul town where Hood's Sarsaparilla has
latter obtained fire-arms and ammuni- public in not a few states is paving
in the spring.
We'll soon be near not. proved its merit in more homes
tion from the traders and got their the
l0|. perml, tillK ils„ lf
l)(,
than one, in arresting and completely
iit*w pofalo timi‘ limn. you know."
eradicating scrofula, which is almost
assistance in building a ‘navy.’ With “ gulled" into a sense of false security
"And how aboil!
your
wheat ?" ns serious and as much to be feared
this American help he became ’the
the from im.reasert taxation, wholly obli“ The market won’t change much on as its near relative, consumption.
Napoleon of the Pacific.’ conquered vious to the fact that old tvpes of that "
Hood's Fills, the cathartic to take

HAWAII: PARADISE
MID GIBRALTAR OF

t*16 ?t^er Islkfids. and as Kamehameha
I. ruled over the consolidated kingdom,
When Honolulu Was Gayer Than
‘Barbary Coast’
“ The Americans found the Hawaiian
trade a good thing. They sold the
king and his nobles everything from
clothes and jewelry to billard tables
and steam yachts, and in return carted away shiploads of valuable sandalwood. Strong liquor was not forgotten
among the imports, and in Honolulu
among the naturally light-hearted
natives the American sailors contri
buted to the creation of a gay Pacific
resort, a sort of forerunner of San
Francisco’s Barbary Coast of later
•decades. Deserters from American
ships, in the delightful haven of a
■barbarous paradise, helped to heighten
the fame or the infamy of the HanaJulu of those days. The situation be'came such that in 1820 President
Monroe sent an agent to reside in
Honolulu and look after American
interests in regard to commerce and
seamen.
“A shipload of missionaries, also
from Boston, arrived in the isands in
1820 much to the disgust of the
traders as well as those who had
deserted the sea to tyead Hawaii’s
primrose path. The complaint of the
traders was that the missionaries
taught the natives ‘the value of
things’ and so made trading unprofit
able. American ways and teachings
at their best made a great impression
on the more thoughtful Hawaiians
and when they reshaped their govern
ment they made the Ten Command
ments the basis of their laws.
;
Once 8eized by British
*
and more Americans visited
«Dd settled in the Islands and the
Hawaiians looked upon America as
their best friend among the nations.
When pioneers from the United States (
w ere pushing west toward California
Just before the Mexican War which
added that State to the Union, a
British naval commander in the
Pacific, realizing the strategic impor-1
tra ce o f the Hawaiian group, seized j
the Islands, but his country promptly j
disavowed his act. After some difficul
ties with France over the islands in |
the ‘forties the United States declared |
n sort of Monroe Doctrine toward i
them. As early as 1851 the island |
government, fearing trouble with other
nations, provisionally ceded t h e j
Islands to the United States. But
the cession was not accepted and
numerous efforts to become a part of
the United States were made in the
following half century.
“ In 1887 the United States obtained
a concession for the use of Pearl
Harbor for a coaling station. When
Queen Lllluokalani attempted to
abolish the constitution in 1893, the
constitutional party, led by American
settlers, brought about a revolution
and dethroned her. One of the first
acts of the provisional government
was to apply for annexation to the
United States. Germany was seizing
Islands right and left In the Pacific,
and the Hawaiians wished to get
under a sheltering wing. Politics In
th e United States delayed action and
In the meantime the Republic of
Hawaii was organized. Then in 1898,
during the Spanish-American War,
Congress suddenly voted to make

Hawaii American territory.
proportions—and will continue to do
60 Per Cent of Population Asiatics so until stopped.
“ Though the Hawaiian Islands are
in general the public accepts the
known as ‘the half-way house ofthe j need for modernized roads. But when

roafj umjer m0(jern comlItions aw
"All riant." said
creating an indirect tax of enorm ous' buyer. ".Now l i d
— _ _ __________________
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with Hood's Sarsaparilla, in eases
where one is necessary, are gentle
in action ami thorough in effect.
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A New Discovery by G. O. Currie
iiiiimiimmiiiniMM

For Indigestion, Colic, Headache, Heartburn, Sour Stomach’
Constipation, Bladder and Kidney Ailments
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Ladies of Moulton and all towns in
the county are invited to inspect our
splendid New York display of Ladies',
Misses' and Children's Outer W ear
ing Apparel, at a saving to you of
33 percent less than former prices on
Fall and Winter Coats, Suits, Dresses,
Blouses, Skirts, etc.

Spnwl i i ' ^ an . Ma i ne ,

: w.-iv.- \va rs aian.i-a-rv. hauntt-d

d e - m; n r , t
!” i n . ■ 1 VV1111! d not tna 1 a ga i t ; l'y 1». "'ii 111 ))<-;. It!i.
The condition was
s u c h t h a t 1 ha< m „ , d r o a Son. ; l tit f i . r h o ' l.-sMi'-ss
I was a nervous, broken down
m a n , vv
sp» •: !> . -: t he h e a r t a 1i<: t h o u it that I v. a> a. .on t o bid adieu t o m>
k i n d r ■ed a n d fi
Ii (
1 w a s st
rt t o Hi ut.- .attacks
Ka>. eausing- me a hard
t r u e g l e f ‘ H'
1 '
■d i n a n y p a t e n i i m ■di vi nes 'Old doctors for the past forty year.A- 1
a n d 11 warn s'till i > :■Oiffl •l'er o f Si
a r i l t r o file. I fiegan to try -enne mixture ef mv
Bv M )>■* r v a t i on a n d e x ] a-ri e n e e I
OWN.
aim-d knowledge of my present remedy,
T h e n 1 U- umI it wi t h o' ! h e r 'S wi n > \Ye r e a f ’.l ■ted as myself.
It worked like magic
11! HUl t h e m ; in* 1 tl
•all c a m e ■ tY o m t h e i t o get it patented and place it b e f o r e
linn
c
t
f
l
l
cl;
he
tlit* p u l ) i i f a
n o
► t< • al l si:'
ufferers of dyspepsia.
A l t e r t r y i t m it i Hit nu r i in g 11lu ] •ast s ii\
x months. I have deiided to
give this
w o n d e r f u l re
•dv t o t h e wa ml (1.
Le
no
Lett not
anyone persuade you to fail to try out
t h i s ir e i n e d v a s Vi lu vv ill s u t ’el v■*
t g o o d results by using as tier directions found
-n ....... .. •i H
1 p v s p e p s i a is til e ira 1st d a n g e r i m s e n d iy of humanity.
This distressing malady
is tin;• m o s t I»r<i'V.a l ent o f al l ((
•m d a y diseases. Thousands who have died of
d y s p t •psia in ti le hi st t VVc u t y y e a r s would
fie living today if my remedy had been
won
k i m w n a n d list •d.
1 b a v e m a n y a vvi t m ss who have given their sworn testim a n y a s r e sit o r i n g t i l l  in t o he a lit h
T h e y are now rejoicing in the prospect of
m a n v y e a r s o f li vii n g i n l•eiievv e d s t r e n g ; i and vigor of former days,
T h i S l l l ' i s ’ U]niv. ■rsal1 m a l a d v hais h a f ti< d the medical profession for years and
the
most
s kil l ed
ecia lists
heel
ha v e
unable to eope with it successfuly.
As
..... a n d m i n i gl e w i t h
f r i e n d ; . whom all mankind are kin in brotherh o e d . 1 h a v e t: t l k( *d w i t h t h e
nt a l a m
physical sufferers of chronic dyspepsia
a n d 1ist e n e d t o t h e i r s t o r •v o f n o r e l i e f . .Again let me say I feel obligated to place

ha

and a Demonstration of
Lower Prices

I w i 1i T. -: I \ , , u I...V. it . a m. - (i ■ I I I . ut
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this on the market.
This remedy is doing more than was expected. Some people have been help
ed of rheumatism in a few hours, and other ailments not generally recognized
as having their origin in stomach trouble There is nrobably not a single iwrtion
of tlie body that is not benefited by the use of the Currie Pills, which begins its
work by stimulating the* digestive organs, thereby enriching the blood and in
vigorating the whole system.
Those who have tried the Currie Pills say that they beat all other remedies
which are on sale. They claim that they are cured of stomach trouble in just
a few days, gaining in flesh and strength, and bubbling over with joy that comes
with good health.
These pills contain no poison or narcotics, are not injurious to the system,
will fortify your blood against many ills of the body, and give vigor and
strength, good health and many years of life worth living, as many a witness
has given testimonials to this effect, and we trust to receive many more. On
sale at all drug stores. One dollar per box.
Truthfully yours,
GEO. O CURRIE.
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Style No. 208— Heavy all wool Polo Cloth, in new

No. 225 $ 3 7 .5 0

Fall colors

Only

*19.75

Testimonials

Style No. 225 -This very

stylish all wool Bolivia
Coat heavy Satin Inning. Astrakhan, Opposum, Coon or
finest Sealine Collar, 50 garment at
$37 50
No. 222 Coat is only $29.75

Skovvliegan. Maine.
May U*. 1X-1

i m

Over 100 New York’s latest style Coats to choose from
at $17.50 to ?49.5(). OiiTs and Junior Coats, $7.9k, $10.(10,
$12.50, $15.00 and $17.5o
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Ladies’, Mi sses’ and Children s Dresses, a big assort
ment to select from of tie- Seascm's latest styles, in Tri
cotines, Serges, Velours' Silks and Satins.
Don’t send
away, don’t buy elsewhere until you have seen the. values
vve offer in Ladies' Dresses at $10.00. $15.98, $17.50, $19.75
and $24.75. Children’s all wool Dresses, age 8 to 17 at
$4.98, $7.50, $10.00.
Children's Cinghani Dresses, new
Fall Styles and colors at $1.59 to $2.98.
Over 100 new Fall Skirts, prices cut to the lowest mar
gin. All $12.5o and $15.98 Satin Pannilla Skirts
$10.00
All $lo.no Skirts now $7.98. all $7.00 and $7.50 Skirts$5.75
Chev. y Chase Ouimpe Dresses in all wool Serge $3.98
and$5.0J. In Velvet and Jersey $4.98 and $6.75

Special Cut Price Sale of Silk Petticoats
$7.50 Silk Petticoats
6.00 Silk Petticoats
5.00 Silk Petticoats
Cotton Taffeta Petticoats

now $5.95
now 4.98
now 3.98
«

1 qq

Girl’s Outing Gowns

McLeod

Special at 79c

Skowhegan. Maine.
June 25. 1921.
.\Ir. Geo. (). Currie.
Skowhegan. Maine.
Ii
EPHRAIM coWETT
Road Commissioner j ] >„ar <qr:
~
It is with pleasure that I give my
Skowhegan. Maine
testimony in behalf of
the
remedy
April L’2. I'.fJl called “ The Currie Indigestion Tablet."
Mr. ( 'ui l ie.
1 was down and out. unfit for work the
Skowhegan Main.
past four years. My stomach was in
I 'ear Sir:
such a condition that I could not eat
_
i wish t give my t stimony to the anything without suffering day and
i_ m
ailed “ Currie's night.
Iellledy
j | §g |public for
I had tried many remedies that
I 1 uninend to all were on sale for stomach trouble, but
l = i Indigest ion I’llls."
\1 3 |suffering indiv iduals who have indig
all failed me. also
many
physicians
tion to haste
looked me over and prescribed for me.
H Pill*
still I was tailing fast. They said the
n
I hav e he, ■n a sufferer for forty-live only hope for me was an operation.
= yea ts.
1'octl us could not do much for This was a last and hopeless prospect for
as me.
I would have acute spells, thought health.
1 VV Ull< die before I could get relief,
The day was appointed and arrange
s Sine
e I have taken this remedy, about ments made to go to the hospital. In
ii
s four tin>nt hs ago. 1 have not had any the meantime a friend of mine came
n aeut e a tacks , I would have severe head along and gave me three of Currie’s
aches, hut have had none since using 'Tablets.
The first one gave me relief.
this remedy.
The doctors said I had By the time I had taken the three I felt
liver trouble hut I ant not troubled witu so much improved that I gave up the
that at the present time.
plan I expected to go through.
_3
I feel thirty years younger. Although
It is about six weeks ago that I
= = I am sixty-five years of age.
I have commenced using Currie's remedy. I am
courage to look for a number of years now eating hearty food and gaining in
ahead without suffering in misery as 1 tlesh and doing my wot k, and attending
have for the past forty years.
to business all ' >. K., can recommend
1>o not fail to try this remedy. This the Currie's Indigestion Tablets to any
is given of my own free will and accord. sufferers of dyspepsia.
You will surely
I am ready to give my affidavit to the get the relief you wish to find. In my
above letter if called upon.
ease, all distress would disappear in a
Yours for health and happiness.
few minutes after taking a tabet.
I
MRS. FRED COTTA. took two a day a few days, then one for
a while, then missed a few days, then if
Coats, all Sa
feeling any symptoms of the old trouble
Skowhegan. Maine.
Fur Collar
I took one. I will surely keep them by
May 4. 1921
me in case of need, to keep me in good
To Whom It May Concern:
Only$27.50
To those who are in need of
T wish to say that I have tried the health.
Currie Pills for indigestion and found re such a remedy for indigestion, fail not to
give
this
a trial.
lief within three or four minutes. Have
Yours respectfully,
only had to take three pills during the
(Signed) H. E. SPEAR.
past five months.

Second Floor at 72 Main Street— Over 20 years in the Garment Business
nlllinMIMIIMIMIHflllllllllllltlllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMlIIIIIIIIMIIIIHMIIiiilHIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIHItMMIItllllllllllMnillllMIIIIIIMItllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIUIIIIIHIMIIlHIl llll'IHIMlinimtltlliitlimimilMHIMUIIMIMIIUIIIIIIIIIIMIMIIMIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII.................................

I had indigestion so bad during the Pall
of lX’o that I could not eat much of any
thing without distress of some kind and
at times acute attacks. Now I feel well
and do not have indigestion.
For several days I had a very lame and
weak hack. I took one of these pills and
withinn twenty-four hours I was relieved
; of this lameness.
I recommend these pills to all sufferers
of indigestion
I am willing to give my
affidavit to this letter.
Yours verv trulv,
A L M A ’ BISHOP.
Water Street

213 $ 2 7 .5 0

No. 213— Ladies’ Velour
tin lined with Sealine

Houlton, Maine

Mr. G. i ». Currie.
Skowhegan, Maine
Dear Sir:
I have used your remedy for indiges
tion, heartburn, and sour stomach.
It
heats all that I have ever tried.
You
surely have got it over them all. 1 was
troubled with burning and raising of food
hut your pills gave me the desired relief
and hefi). 1 got help by the first one used.
i Six in all. I have not used any since. If
my trouble should return 1 will take the
i 'urrie I’ills.
I recommend these pils to all sufferers
of stomach ailments. You surely get relief. I will give oath to this letter if re<piested.
1
Yours respoetfullv,

i t

Currie & Smith Co., Skowhegan, Maine
Sole Distributors
O. F French & Son, Local DL-tribuicrs
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the lad who has been tryin’ to destroy age is under irrigation, which comes The new grade will be in effect only
Hard Colds--People whose blood is
all property an’ him wid only a million either from the Platte River or from during July and August of each year. pure are not nearly so likely to take
or two of his own, and not in need pump wells.
hard colds as are others. Hood's
Holes Upside Down
of any more at prisint?”
Yields
from
the
district
are
from
50
Sarsaparilla
makes the blood pure;
American creameries are indebted
Two men were waiting for a train and this great medicine recovers the
“ It will he a great campaign,” says to 300 bushels per acre, averaging this
to the laboratory work of a university
Hennessey. "It will he that,” says year about 150 bushels. Seed was and one said; “ I will ask you a ques system alter a cold as no other
professor for the machine which lias
Mr.
Dooley. "Every man who can shipped in from the dry land district tion, and if I can not answer my own medicine does. Take Hood's.
enabled them to save millions of
fold a piece of paper and every lady of Western Nebraska and from ’ the question, 1 will buy the tickets. Then
dollars yearly in separating cream
who has arrived at the age of twinty- Red River Valley of Minnesota. Ap you ask a question, and if you can
from milk, according to a press
wan, if there he one of them darlints proximately 80 per cent, of the crop not answer your own, you buy the
ONCE USED— A L W A Y S USED
bulletin of the Engineering Founda
in the State of Maine, will have a. is Early Chios and the rest is Irish tickets.” The other agreed to this.
tion (New York) which with the
chance to vote, early and often. There Cobblers and Bliss Triumphs. The “ Well,” the first man said, "you see
JUST TALKS
National Research Council and other
will be oshins of alibis and recominda- potatoes are picked from the field in those rabbit-holes? How do they dig
With
Apologies
to
Mr.
Dooley
agencies, is organizing industrial re
those holes without leaving any dirt
The following was given me by a shuns. There will he letters, O, so to new two-bushel sacks which are
search on a nation-wide scale. The
around
them?” The other confessed:
either
branded
or
tagged,
carrying
the
Invention of this machine, we are gentleman who is a past master in fine and dandy. The prominent busi
"I don’t know. That’s your question,
grower’s
name
and
the
trade
mark
ness
man
from
an
Eastern
county
of
told, was a striking illustration of i the art of making politics amusing,
so answer it yourself.” The first man
bow laboratory researches, carried on We have collaborated it into the form the State of Maine will furnish a of the district. Shipments are load
winked and replied: “ They begin at
ed
into
stock
cars,
450
to
500
bushels
short
biography
with
every
issue
of
with no immediate motive other than j of a conversation that goes right on,
the bottom and dig up!” "But,” said
the discovery of the laws of nature, like this: It is to be relished solely the daily papers. The prominent to a car.
the
second man, “ how do they get at
lobbyist from the same section writes
The first car this year was shipped
may result in inventions of priceless for its humor.
the bottom to begin?” "That’s your
me
daily
already,
that
me
salary
is
on July 11, which is about thre’fe weeks
value. The immediate suggestion of
‘‘I see that the Committee on Ex
question,” was the first mans rejoind
the centrifugal creamer came from ploration, for the purpose of beating safe for the state will he developed earlier than usual. A considerable
er. "Answer it yourself.” The other
teaching and laboratory research the Baxter boy in the next primaries, under conservative coiK.itions. There amount of the stock shipped the first
man bought the tickets.
which had been undertaken to extend are about to report,” said Hennessey; will he testimonials from the very two weeks was too immature to carry
the knowledge of centrifugal action. "it must be exciting to dig into the prominent gentleman representin’ 67 well and some was badly featured.
According to the Foundation’s state wilds of politics wid nothin’ to guide varieties of watther, who wants a Some scab and second growth was ap
Even a P arrot
suitable succissor to he appointed by parent, hut the quality of the stock
can say "just as good,’' but he won’t
ment,
ye but a small compass."
Used as cold water or cooked starch
know what he is talking about. For
him before annywan resigns or re was generally good and most of it
"In 1876, while teaching in the
PILES, there’s nothing "just as good"
"The compass,” said Mr. Dooley,
with equally good results
linquishes anny office in the gift of made the No. 1 grade.
ns REM-OLA.
That’s our belief.
Central High School of Philadelphia, "was not included in the prisint pro
Write
for
FREE
SAMPLE—
prove
it
the people or the organization."
to your own satisfaction.
A State law requires that all car
Professor Elihu Thomson had been ceedings.. They have none. They
"That
will
he
fine,”
said
Hennessey.
HENRY
THAYER & CO., Inc.
load
shipments
of
potatoes
from
using before his classes the whirling have a divining rod! Do you know
Established 1847
machines and models common in what is a divining rod, Hinnissey?” "God bless the candydate. God save Nebraska be inspected at shipping
Ca m b r i d g e 39 — b o s t o n , m a s s .
the grand old parthy. It’s the parthy I oint by State inspectors. Through j
cabinets of philosophical apparatus
"Is it the big stick?” asked Hen
for illustrating ‘the central forces. nessey. "It is not,” said Dooley. "It of me granddads when Woodrow the influence of the Kearney growers
He had been telling his classes of the is a small rod that is ginerally belt Wilson was a small bye. Do ye think a new grade was added to the state
applications in the steam engine gov in the hands of the man who is huntin’ that he will run well - this watther specifications.
This grade, named
ernor, the centrifugal drying-machines for watther. He takes the stick candidate, in the primaries?”
"Nebraska Early,” became effective
"Why not?” said Mr. Dooley. "Why July 28 and has the same require-,
used in laundries, and the centrifugal bechune his thumbs and follows it
not?
Whin even the Congrissman ments as U. S. Grade No. 1 except as |
draining-machines in refineries.
where It lades. ‘I think,’ says he, ‘it
who
lives
up north can spare time to size, the new grade allowing tubers
"W hile whirling a vessel contain is pinting to Bangor.’ The town gits
The right medicine and save a lot o f time and money. Get
ing a liquid in which there was a excited and holds a straw vote on from Binding out his garden seeds as small as 1% inches in diameter.!
the SURE kind that has been used and endorsed by families
sediment, he was struck with the what is watther and the man wid the to make such glorious and convincin’
that are well known in every village, town and city in Maine
promptness with which the sediment divin’ rod says ‘we want no sthraw speeches agin the Executive and tell
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T I T I O N F O R
I am
settled to the outside of the vessel, votes fo~ watther.’ And so he says, him what is a Bolshevik.
these fifty years and more. And we could show you thou
DISCH ARGE
j
and it occurred to him that the ap ‘hold on, man dear, the rod is pointin’ ashamed of ye Hinnissey. Why should In the matter of
sands o f testimonials written voluntarily in gratitude for the
|
plications of the phenomena of centri to Aroostook. Years it has been since a millionaire in blue overhalls run Hiuiry <;. Bclain
i In Bankruptcy I
wonderful benefits derived from following the common sense
fugal force might be considerably ex there was watther in Bangor, more agin the feelin’s of the proud scion of j
Bankrupt. |
directions that are on the label o f this old-time remedy, **L.
aristocracy iri the Court’ District? To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the 1
tended, as in the clearing of clayey power to It.’ ”
F.
7 Atwood’s Medicine. It quickly relieves every form of
Let me ask ye that. Hinnissey. Why ! District Court of the United States for
or muddyj liquids, or liquids having
“ What talk have you," says Hen
the
District
of
Maine.
t
indigestion,
biliousness, constipation, helps the kidneys,
materials in suspension; the separa nessey. But Mr. Dooley continued. should a man array class agin mass
HEMIY C. BELAIN. of Fort Kent;
breaks
up
colds.
Buy it NOW o f your dealer. Satisfaction
the
way
Percy
has
been
doin’
by
i
tion of fluid of different densities, with a sly wink as tho he was know
In t h e county o r Aroostook a n d
rejucin’
taxes
and
talking
Bullshevee?
assured
by
the
“
L.
F .” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.
especially the removal of cream from ing of it all and said, “ Yis. It point- j
State of Maine, in said District respect
I’ll
say
it
will
he
a
great
an'
glorious
,
fully
r
e
p
r
e
s
e
n
t
s
that
on
the
ltth
ilay
of
milk, which, of course, was carried ed to Aroostook, but there was no
out on a large scale by other methods. watther there, bad luck indade. The j campaign. Nothin’ can heat watther, April, 19JI, last past, he was duly:
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of j
W ith Professor E. J. Houston, who man who looked wet enough to beat I Hinnissey, as a thing to run it on. It Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that j
used
to
he
somethin’
else,
Hinnissey,
assisted, it wgs believed that if a the Baxter boy said. "I hafe to dig j
he has duly surrendered all his property
continuously operating machine could me pertaties. I have no time to be j sad’s the day! But today, Hinnissey, and rights of property, and has fully j
he devised for separatng, especially foolin’ wid the likes of ye! It is a j watther is the stuff!" A. G. S. in compiled with all the requirements of 1
said Acts and of the orders of Court
of cream from milk, a notable step dry time. I think it will not rain up j Lewiston Journal.
touching his bankruptcy.
|
-in advance would be made. Such a |our way in 1922.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be
j
” —
decreed by the Court to have a full dls- ;
machine would involve the feeding in
"I see,” says Hennessey. “ Well, I
NEW POTATO DISTRICT
charge
from
all
debts
provable
against
j
of the milk while the machine was what do ye see?” says Mr. Dooley.!
A new potato-growing district has his estate under .said bankruptcy Acts,
kept at high speed, and the delivery "Do ye see the proud sinitor from
been
developed at Kearney,. Neb. except such debts ns are excepted by
o f cream and the skimmed milk from Augusty, as he says ‘Wait for nn>!
law from such discharge.
which, according to field representa
He started a good puddingD a t e d this 20th day o f September. A. I >.
separate outlets.
two years, darlint!’ Do ye see thej tives of tin*. Bureau of Prop Estimate's,
11)21.
!
proof,
but he didn't finish it.
"Experiments were carried on en committee as it feels the stick, point j
H E N R Y <;. B E L A I N
promise's
to
become
a
formidable
com
ergetically with special apparatus. to the cinter of the glorious state of j
Bankrupt i
There’s a lot of trouble in
During these experiments the form Maine and at a little place near I’olant j petitor to the Kaw Valley of Kansas.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
This new district, with a shipping s e a 
the
world from puddings that
o f centrifuge now so common in Spring and whisk around to a lorner!
son from July lf> to Sept. 1, is now District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
taste
good but don’t do good.
physiological laboratories, for the nine miles therefrom and locate on j
1-t day o f <>otob.u\ A. i >. ,
harvesting an acreage' more than don-, <Mi t hi
separation of bacteria from cultures a brick block and a barber-pole j
1921, on reading the foregoing petition,
They “ eat” well, but that
and for other concentrations, was in completely surrounded by a great bb> that of 11)20. ;md shipments may i It I n reach Ten cars, comparer! with aon hist,
ends
the recommendation.
vented. This type of apparatus found city of cotton mills? Did ye see that,
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
year.
h e had m i e n t h e s a m e <ui t h e 2. "uh d a y ■"
application through a friend of the Hinnessey?”
Sanitariums are full of pud
Potatoes were first shipped from the X " \ e m b e r . A. I i, I'.Nl. b e f o r e sai d H o u r ’ . I
inventor to the concentration of
"I did not,” said Hennessey. “ Folly, Kearney district six years ago. Tho at Ba ng or in said District. Northern 1
ding-eaters
who stopped the testat
photographic emulsions, this friend me,” said Dooley, "even to the halls
Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; |
enterprise
has
passed
its
experimental
taste
and
forgot
to inquire whether
being a manufacturer of photographic of Congress. Ye’ll not go far wrong.
and that notice t h e r e o f be published in
stage, and this year the plant ings were the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed |
their
food
gave
the body what it
materials.
Mebbe we can stay over night wid one around L’.ooo acres, which is more than
In
said
Distrlet,
Northern
Division,
and
'
needed— until the body rebelled.
"The development of this type of of the proud committee-men, in the
twice as much as ever before. The that all known creditors and other per- i
centrifuge, was, however, incidental city of sinitors and congressmin.
soil is described as black sandy loam sons in Interest, may appear at the s&ld
Grape-Nuts is a food that
only to the further and greater appli There’s watther there, God lie prais
time and place, and show cause, if any
similar to that in the Red Valley of they have, why the prayer of said petl- l
tastes good and does good. The
cation for cream separation. In the ed, Hinnessey."
Minnesota, and pettitoes follow a crop tloner should not be granted,
proof of Grape-Nuts begins in the
meantime inventions which had before
“ Do the committee have to have a of alfalfa. Praetieallv tho entire to re- knd It is Further Ordered by tho Court,
eating
and goes on through the
then been made in this particular field
That
the
Clerk
shall
send
by
Repooblican?" asked H e n n e s s e y .
were looked up carefully;
but no
splendid
service which Grapemail
to
all
known
creditors
copies
of
said
"They do not,” said Dooley. "Any
petition and this order, addressed to
example was found ot any such
SICK
KIDNEYS
Nuts
renders
as a real food.
good Dimmycrat who has a flowing
them at their places of residence a*
machine having been produced, which
Grape-Nuts is the perfected good
well-spring in his soul will do. They're
MAKE LAME BACKS stated.
«ould he kept running at steady speed,
mullin’ over it. All be, he must have Cause broken, unrefresking sleep,
ness of wheat and malted barley
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
receive a stream of liquid, such as
jif^ *~
the wilfare of the State and of him and in many cases that tired feeling Judge of the said Court, and the seal
— delicious to taste, easy to di
milk, and deliver the streams of sep
self at heart. 'Will ye take it?’ says that makes it so hard to pet up in thereof, at Bangor In the Northern Dlvlgest, and exceptionally rich in
arated materials, such as cream and they. ‘Will ye agree to down the the morning. They also cause loss S 11111 o f -ai d Di st r i c t , 11 ttic 1st d a y o f
( I r t ob c r , A. I >. 1921.
nourishment for body and brain.
o
f
appetite,
lack
of
ambition,
and
skimmed milk.
miscreant who has been rejucin’ of
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
(L. 8.)
"When the inventor’s ideas were the taxes and monkeyin’ wid the other troubles.
Deputy Clerk.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla contains the
“ T here’ s a Reason”
Grape-Nuts
sufficiently crystallized they were immortal document of the Declaration
A true aopy of petition and order thereon
made the subject of an application of Independence. Will ye help to medicinal herbs, barks, roots, etc., (Attest):
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
that strengthen and tone these or
Deputy Clerk.
tor patent, which was finally issued, incarcerate the divil who has been
gans, and relieve their ordinary ail
after a contest in the Patent Office, speakin' disrespictfully to the Chair ments. Take it.
under the title ‘Centrifugal Creamer,’ man of the Public Utilities? Will ye
And if you need a laxative take
dated April 5, 1881. One of the con jine In wid the organization and beef TTood’s Pills,— they work right.
testants in the Patent Office was the
famous engineer, De Laval, who had
before this period developed and
patented an Intermittent type
of
centrifugal creamer, in which the
machine was stopped between charges
-and the charge removed before the
reception of another.
"De Laval apparently made the
same Invention independently later,
and in applying tor patent found that

ORIGIN OF THE

CREAM SEPARATOR

Thomas & Houston were ahead. This
resulted in his conceding priority to
these inventors, and a combination of
interests soon followed which led to
the production and exploitation on a
large scale of the earliest types ot
centrifugal separators used in cream
eries. The centrifugal type of cream
er is now considered an essential in
every dairy and creamery.”

Makes Ironing Easy

ELASTIC STARCH

ifsicktake
The Man Who Said:
“The proof of the pudding
is in the eating
was only half through

J

i

*

for

BANKRUPT'S PETITION FOR
DISCHARGE
To the Hon Clarence Hale. Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
, the District of Maine.
In the matter of
Joseph E. Levine
| In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt i
JOSEPH E. LEVINE of Fort Fairfield
1n the county of Aroostook and State
of Maine, in said District
respect
fully represents that on the 2nd day
.of November, 1920, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
-Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
'he has duly surrendered all his property
-and rights of property, and has fully
-oomplled with all the requirements of
-nald Acts and of the orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be
decreed by the Court to have a full dlsoharle from all debts provable against
flis estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
except such debts as are excepted by
daw from such discharge.
Dated this 24th day of September. A. D.

“ Y ou See Buick Knows
how to Build a Rear A xle”
I t ’s a rugged powerful axle
built / to stand up under all road
conditions ad every unit of the
Buit($ car is like the axle
strong and serviceable. Buick
1922 models have this tradi
tional sturdiness. Step in and
see them today.

49*1.

JOSEPH E. LEVINE
Bankrupt
ORDER OF NOTICE THETREON
District of Maine. Northern Division, m
On this 1st day of October. A. I).
1821 on reading the foregoing petition

Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 25th day
of November. A. D. 1921, before the said
cdurt at Bangor In said District, Northern
Division at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published In
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
In said District, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other per,sons. In Interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, If any
they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
And It !• Further Ordered by the Court.
That the Deputy Clerk shall send by
mall to all known creditors ooples of said
tltlon and this order, addrepsed to
em at their places of residence as

S

i *wtfness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, a and the seal
thereof, at Bangor. In the Northern Divi
sion of said District, on the 1st day of
October, A. D. 1921.
8 .)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
° '
Deputy Clerk.
tvue cony of petition and order thereon
A true
i s a BBL SHEEHAN.
Deputy Clerk

Me-o-my,
how you’ll take to
a pipe— and P. A .!

PRICES

PRICES

22.4.34

.............................. $ 935.00

22-4-35
22-4-36
22-4-37
22-6-44
22-6-45

975.00
1475.00

22-6-46
22-6-47
22-6-48
1650.00
22-6-49
1495.00
22-6-50
1525.00
F.

$2135.00
2435.00
2325.00
1735.00
2635.00

O.

B.

Flint, Mich.

Fred E. Hall Company
Houlton, Maine
(Cl.56)
W H EN B E T T E R A U T O M O B IL E S A R E B U ILT
BU ICK W IL L BUILD TH E M

Before you’re a day older
you want to let the idea slip
under your hat that this
is the open season to start
something with a joy’us
jimmy pipe — and some
Prince Albert!
Because, a pipe packed
with Prince Albert satisfies
a man as he was never satis
fied before—and keeps him
satisfied! And, you can
prove it! Why — P. A.’s
flavor and fragrance and
coolness and its freedom

from bite and parch (cut
out by our exclusive pat
ented process) are a reve
lation to the man who never
could get acquainted with a
pipe! P. A. has made a
pipe a thing of joy to four
men where one was smoked
before!
Ever roll up a cigarette
with Prince Albert? Man,
man—.but you’ve got a
party coming your way!
Talk about a cigarette
smoke; we tell you it:’s a
peach!

Fringe Albert
the national jo y sm oke

Prints Albert 1 9
sold in toppy red
bags, tidy red tins,
handsome pound
and half pound fin
humidors and in the
pound crystal glass
h u m i d o r with
Sponge moistanar
top.

Copyright 1921
by R. J- Reynold*
Tobacco Co.
Winston-Salem.
N. C.
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preached an interesting sermon Sun
day morning at the U. B. church.
Miss Natalie Myers of Houlton and
Mr. Louis Bubar of Linneus were Sun
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Newell
Titcomb.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stimpson and
Miss Marion French of Houlton were
calling on their niece, Mrs. Newell
Titcomb, Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Woodworth
and family were called to Bangor last
Thursday by the illness of a relative.
Before they return they will visit Mrs.
Woodworth’s parents in Milo.
Friday evening about 40 friends

OAKFIELD

best wishes for a long
wedded life.

and

happy go, but things look real bright for .a
trip providing as I said before it is
Nathaniel Hulburt
Early Saturday morning, Oct. 8th, satisfactory to you boys. We will
Nathaniel Hulburt, an aged resident bring a strong team and some strong
of Littleton passed away at the ad supporters as well, including Mr. W .
vanced age of 89 yrs. 9 mos. and 20 E. Parrel, who is a great bowling fan.
days.
Funeral services were held at the
The boys all want to be remembered
home on Sunday p. m. at 2 o’clock. to you and their friends and hope
Harry Hartt of Monticello had charge >ou are all well. With best regards
of the arrangements. Rev. H. H.
Cosman of Ludlow spoke words of to yourself, 1 remain,
Yours very truly,
comfort to the mourning ones. Mrs.
J. D. Ross and Miss Ada Ross sang
Sandy Staples.
several selections.
Sandy and his team are very

Mrs. Ira Ruth spent Monday and
Tuesday with friends in town,
i Mr. G. M. Connors is enjoying a
! short hunting trip up the Ashland
branch.
The Ethel May Shorey Co. is booh
Subscribers should bear in inoeket was calling on friends here ed at the Martin theatre, Oct. ISt'i
last Sunday.
‘ and 20th.
mind that all subscriptions are
Miss Carrie Sawyer spent several
Mr. Frank Gerrish and family of
payable in advance and the pa days in Houlton last week with rela Unity were visiting friends in town
tives and friends.
, Saturday.
per will be discontinued at ex
Mr. and Mrs. Jewett Adams and
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Shields of
son Claud Henry spent Sunday with Linneus was calling on friends in
piration. Notice of such expira Mr.
and Mrs. Millard Moore, Foxcroft town Sunday.
tion will be sent out the First of road.
Mr. David Pierce of Bangor is load
Mr. Lewis Bubar and Miss Natalie ing a few cars of live stock at Oakeach month.
Myers of Houlton were guests of Mr. field this week.
wi;,h remember
Hou,tT
,>ow,,ng
ta,,sHerbert Gentle. Interment was made We especially
Cecil Brewer
and Mrs. Newell Titcomb in Littleton
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stiles spent a gave them a house warming, which in the North road cemetery.
who
took
all
the
prizes
during
his
proved
to
be
a
very
enjoyable
evening.
over Sunday.
few days at their hunting camp at Hit
UTTLETON
Games were played after which
visit here last Spring.
Mrs. Mary Skillinger and two daugh man last week.
Henderson (Model) School
ters Nettie and Abbie of Danforth
Miss Mary Callaghan, Principal of sandwiches, cake and coffee were
BOWLING ACTIVITIES
If the Fredericton boys do come
The Henderson school, the second visited with Mr. and Mrs. Maurice the Station school, spent Sunday with served. The hostess was presented
model school established in Littleton, Stewart last week.
The
old
war
horse
“
Sandy’’
Staples,
011
24th, it will be a fitting way
j
with
a
cut
glass
water
pitcher
and
her parents in Houlton.
was the scene of an interesting
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bliss of Island
Mrs. J. H. Vantassel was operated i tumblers.
the Fredericton Scotchman, and his to usher in the k ™ 1*118 season of
gathering one evening last week when Falls and Mrs. Harry Sawyer and on for goitre at the Everette hospital j
Ewings— Shea
1921-22.
team of maple
t h e p a r e n t s a n d f r le n d 3 of the scholars Donald
^ 4 of Houlton a
. splinterers
. . . will probab- _________________
spent last Friday Boston last week, and is doing fine. | A pretty wedding took place in , ,
w e r e I n v it e d by t h e teacher, Miss Ida Wj ^
an(j Mrs. James H. Ruth.
S != !S S != B 9:* aaHHaBBB* = !=9!B *
1 Mr, Benj. Morrison, who has been |Littleton on Wednesday p. m. at 4 ly ,e seen in our midst again.
W. Shean, to come and inspect the
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Moore and visiting his brother in New Limerick j o'clock at the home of Mr. and Mrs. i Printed below is a letter received
STATEMENT OF
building which has been completely gon Eugene of the Foxcroft road spent for a few days, returned home Satur <Fred Ewings when his brother Gilbert from him today by one of the members ° '™ ershil)- Mana*ement. Circulation, etc.
i Ewings and Miss Nellie Shea, both
i___ __________ Editor,
. CHAS. H. FoGG
remodeled and repaired.
last Thursday with Mrs. Moore’s day.
M an ag ing Editor
CHAS. H. FOGG
A large number availed themselves parents> Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Bubar.
in of the Dux bowling committee.
Mr. Elmer Byron and I. C. Allen 1of Griswold, Me. were united
Business Manager
CHAS. H. FOGG
of this opportunity and a very
Miss Nina Bither spent several days returned recently from a successful marriage by Rev. Marcus Turner of
Fredericton. N. B.
Houlton, Maine
pleasant evening resulted. Music by* jag£ weejt with her grandmother, Mrs.
Blaine, using the double ring service.
October 10, 1921.
Publisher, Times Publishing Co.,
the new school victrola, refreshments Sarah E. Bither, at the home of Mr. hunting trip from Mattawamkeag
The
bride
looked
charming
in
a
Dear Friend L.
of cake and coffee which was piping Fred Bither, Highland Avenue, Houl Lake.
OWNERS
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Bishop of New dress of white georgette. The bridal
Bowling time is here again and we Chas. H. Fogg
hot made on an oil stove, all helped ton.
Houlton, Maine
veil
was
fastened
by
a
wreath
of
Limerick attended the chicken supper
to make the occasion one long to be
were just thinking that perhaps you g'hai'''
IjU.nt
Mrs. Herbert Hillman was operated at the Universalist vestry Saturday lilies of the valley.
remembered.
on at the Madigan Memorial Hospi
They were attended by Miss Natalie i would like to have us make a -trip to o
Young scholars cannot help but tal Friday morning for appendicitis. night.
as maid of honor, who wore
tn..rn
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Tidd are having Ewings
. . . .
,
mu
your town and play a couple of match w . Fu erton
««
benefit by occasions of this kind Her many friends are glad to know new bath room fixtures installed in a white
lace dress.
The groom was
A
/
when they see that the parents are she is doing well.
attended
by
Ransford
Shea,
brother
gam
es
on
1
hanpsgiving
D
ay,’’
Oct.
R0
,
their home, together with an electric
taking an interest in their school
of the bride.
j 24th. Quite a bunch of the boys are
3 That the known bondholders, mortMr. and Mrs. Garfield Burton, Mr. driven pressure tank.
activities.
and Mrs. B. K. Burleigh with Mrs.
The house was tastefully decorated i anxious to go, and I also think that
holders own"
Mr. M. W. Allen returned home
h°ldni* 1 per cent or more of total
Harriett Rhoda of Houlton autoed to Wednesday from a short hunting trip for the occasion with flowers, vines a nuarfpftp w. m _ n in
d
k °, m fact I am quite amount of bonds, mortgages, or other
Westfield Sunday where they spent up the Ashland branch, with a nice and crepe paper
The out of town guests were Mr. Sur* of iL If jt wouId
satisfactory -securities are,
the
day
with
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Rhoda.
deer
and
several
partridge.
Mrs. Truilla Gardener was the guest I
and Mrs. John Shea, parents of the f ° r y ° u to have us kindly drop me a
* ^.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Stephenson,
Mrs.
Many
of
the
citizens
from
Smyrna
of Mrs. Fred Barton last Thursday, j Eunice Lyons and Miss Dorothy of
1
( ,
j c g . l e n t . Acting Mgr.
Mills, Merril and Dyer Brook saw bride, and Mrs. W . H. Tyrell, sister line so I can make arrangements
Mrs. Robert Hawkes of Houlton i
the* groom and Mrs M H Turner 1
*
.
’
Sworn to and subscribed before me, this
by Cecille nf
was the guest of her mother, M rs.' Houlton spent last Thursday after the special production
’
* *
*
1
|cannot promise definitely that we will 5th day of October, 1921.
and evening with Mr. and Mrs. DeMille “ Forbidden Fruit” at the of Blaine
Herbert, the week-end.
j noon
(L. S.)
WILFORD FULLERTON.
Garfield
Burton.
An
oyster
stew
sup
A
delicious
wedding
supper
was
Martin
theatre
Saturday
night.
Mr. Charles London has been the i
Notary Public
B A N K R U F> T’S P E T IT IO N FOR
served
to
the
guests.
After
a
short
per
was
enjoyed^
Eileen Percy a Hit in New Screen
guest of his brother Clarence London
D IS C H A R G E
wedding
trip
they
are
to
reside
in
Farce
for the past two weeks.
j
In the matter of
1
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T IT IO N FOR
Mrs. Florence Dickinson and s o n !
LUDLOW
Skeptical wives who have been Portland, Me.
John Murchison
[ in Bankruptcy
D IS C H A R G E
Friends
extend
congratulations
and
were the guests of her mother, Mrs. j Mr. Earle Hand of Bridgewater worried by an ever haunting ques
Bankruptl
fn the matter of
___ f w
John Grant last Wednesday.
1spent Sunday with his mother, Mrs. tion should surely find a most sat
|To the Hon Clarence Hale,
Judge of the Frank Percy James
In Bankruptcy
District Court of the United States for
isfactory answer in “ Why
Trust
The Rev. Henry Speed preached in j Edith Hand.
Bank!
____ rupt|
the District of Maine.
Your Husband?” the latest William
the Union church last Sunday and i
j()iiv M r u n n ^ n Y #-f
j *5 i , ^ th© Hon Clnronco Ha Io, Judco or tn#
JOH.N MURCHISON, of Fort Fairfield
District Court of the United States for
gave a fine sermon on service.
i Miss Mary Hand, who is teaching Fox photoplay, starring Eileen Percy
in
the
county
of
Aroostook,
and
theDistrict of Maine
in
Monticello,
spent
the
week-end
will be shown for the first time here
Mrs. Weldon Gildred of Portland,
State of Maine, in said District
------------ respect— ,----FRANK PERCY JAMES of Perham
who has been visiting her daughter j with her mother, Mrs. Edith Hand.
at the Martin theatre Friday night.
! fully represents that on the 7th day o f ' jn
the
County
of
Aroostook and.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
Smith,
Miss
“
Why
Trust
Your
Husband?”
is
Mrs. Milet Smith, has returned home.
!‘
J last
paKt’
he
was
rt u 1
State of Maine, in said District respectMrs. Calvin London. Mrs. Almeda j Emily Smith and Mrs. Marjorie Smith a riproaring farce comedy and a most i
: adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of fully represents that on the 21st day
London, Miss Cora Martin and Mr. enjoyed a motor trip to Patten Sun- delightful entertainment. One can
« “ J 1**’ h ^
^
a he ™
***
always count on Miss Percy to give
Orin Howard, all of Houlton, were j day.
tho guests of Mrs. John London.
j Mr. and Mrs. W. R. McCain and a capital performance—which she I DOU G LAS M cLEAN in
comnh'ed1 with
^ !d PlAJtaW£!d allf
r« T ^rnents of
dulyTuTrtndereil
'hS'SfcpXtJ
Mr. Everett London and daughter |children George and Marjorie spent more than does in this unusual farce. .
“ Passing Throu gh”
his blinkruDtcv
and eightswith
of all
property,
and has Pfully
Gladys, Mrs. Maud Thompkins and j Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. James George E. Marshall, co-author of the i A bank and love and burglar story touching
ouening nis
bankruptcy. ° raerS ° f Court complied
the requirements
of
Wherefore he prays, That he may be »*id Acts and of the orders of Court
Mias Madeline London of Sherman |Longstaff.
story, and also the director, has given
uchlng his bankruptcy?
bankruptcy.
on
fun.
A
small-town ; decreed by the Court to have a fulTdis- touching
were guests of relatives here Friday j Mr. and Mrs George Raymond, Mr. the film many clever twists in un capitalized
Wherefore he prays, That he may bn
from all debts provable against
and Mrs. Russell Hatfield and Mr. folding the exceedingly funny situa romance filled with thrills am paying ' charge
and Saturday.
is
estate
under
said
bankruptcy
Acts
decreed
by
the
Court to have a full dis
Stanley Hatfield, all of Hartland, N. tions; and the supporting cast, headed one hundred laughs cm the do la i*. Two xcept such debts as are excepted by * char* V rom all debts provable agains
against
reel Scnnett comedv, “ I t ’s a B o y . ” News. : f x ,
. . . .
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
B. were week-end guests of their by Harry Myers.
____________________ ;_____________ -_________
law from such discharge.
Hated this 24th day of September, A. T)
such
. a s a r e ®*cepted by
Lovers of good screen entertain- ■
relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Hadley Tidd
law from such discharge.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Mitchell were and Mrs. Josie Inghram.
1921.
ment crammed with fun will find a
Dated this 27th day of September. A. D.
callers in Woodlawn, N. B. Sunday
JOHN MURCHISON
An automobile accident occurred treat in “ Why Trust Your Husband?” P A U L I N E F R E D E R I C K in
1921.
afternoon.
Bankrupt
No picture Saturday night.
;
near Owen Thompson’s, Sunday, when
FRANK PERCY JAMES
‘Sting
of
the
Lash”
Mrs. Mary Rideout of Ludlow spent the Ford sedan awned and driven by
O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N
Bankrupt.
several days last week with her sister j Rev. H. H. Cosman collided with the
It is a bad thing when a man loses Difs1
t,2icft ,
Northern Division, ss
O R D ER O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N
Mrs. George Carpenter.
is
grip
and
he
would
still
no
doubt
have
n
*
1
s
da>
of
October,
A.
D.
I
t
LITTLETON
District of Maine, Northern Division, sa
i Ford owned and driven by Audber
b e e n t h e d e g r a d e d c r e a t u r e t hat
m i s  1921, m reading the foregoing petition,
Thomas P. Packard of Houlton was j Thompson. Thompson’s car ran into
<>n this 1st day of October, A. D.
Mr. D. F. Adams, who has been ill f o r t u n e h a d c r e a t e d h a d not hi s w i f e still
a business caller in this town on j the ditch but did not upset. The other with a billions attack, is much better. had f a i t h in r e g e n e r a t e d m a n h o o d . See Ordirea by the Court, That a hearing ,1” I> on r*idln* th' * > « * » • "« Petition.
Thursday of last week.
i car turned over breaking the windMrs. Frank Griffith, who has been P a u l i n e F r e d e r i c k in t h i s u n u s u a l p r o 
. , ‘,V h,e 25l,h„ d“ y ?! Ordered by th . Court. Th a t a hoarin,
Mrs. James Brown and Walter |shield and the glass in two doors. very ill the past week, is recovering. d u c t i o n . B u r t o n H o l m e s o n e reel S e a m a n N o v e m b el'"r ," " A. D." ,rl.ol,
before the said j)e ha(i Upon the same on the 25th da * of
comedy, “ T he Bakery."
Brown o f the County road spent Sun Fortunately no one was seriously hurt.
Mrs. A. A. Wolverton, who was ill _____________________________________________ (’ourt, at Bangor, in said District, North- November, A. D. 1921, before the said
day with Mrs. George Mitchell.
Rev. Mr. Cosman was shaken up and for several days, is able to be out of
UDITIAV
*' ,)IvlsI” n at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; court at Bangor in said District, Northern
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Smith and lamed considerably.
rtX iU A I
and that notice thereof be published in Division at 10 o’clock in th*
doors.
family of New Limerick were call
Friends of Mrs. James Hulburt will D U S T I N F A R N U M in “ Primal Law ” m esS d UD ° ? t H c ^
th"4 Hhait notT.e thereof be Published in
ing on relatives here on Sunday.
Hemore— Smith
/
regret to learn that she is very ill
Thrilling s,m v of danger and during
Miss Kathleen Hovey of Houlton
Mr. Winn G. Hemore of this town with diabetes.
f.ons’ m interest, may appear at the said that all known creditors and other perhas accepted a position as teacher and Miss Doris Smith of Eagle Lake
W. O. Briggs attended the meeting in t he great we s t . S h o u l d t he rights o f [I1716 7ind Place, and show cause, if any sons, in interest, may appear at the said
in the B school which opened Mon were married by Rev. Henry C. of the Federation of Farmers held i,\
.,
.
,,
,
f
har - £ hy lhZ praye?
said petl* time and place, and show cause if any
day, Oct. 10th.
....... ...
', ' s ,," v •* th*
5?J E 22*S !; _________ , , they have, why th . prayer of eaid pe-.if
Speed at the Baptist parsonage, Houl Caribou last week.
child? Two re*
m e d y “ Caught in the- That ** ^ h e ^ ^ le rk ^ ^ sh a fl
e
- ° n-el- sbo-*d not be granted.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chambers and ton, Wednesday, Oct. 5. They were
Many from this place attended
mail to all knov/n creditors copies of said That ^ the^^Clerk^^shall **s 1 r^d^^iTV
Mrs. Bddie Sharp of Maple Ridge, N. attended by Mr. Philip Webb and Miss church services at Monticello S u n d a e Papi ds" also Magazine.
petition
and this order, addressed
to mail to all known creditors copies of said
B. spent Sunday and Monday with Lillian Brooks.
p. m. to hear Rev. H. R. Bell.
them at their places of residence
as petition
and this order, addressed to
Mrs. Alfred Mitchell.
After the ceremony they drove to j Rev. H. R. Bell of Centerville, N. B.
s hirf*
„
i , y-.,
^ ,
them at their places of residence as
Witness
the
Honorable
Clarence
Hale,
stated
«»
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crawford of the home of the groom’s aunt, Mrs. |
A L L S T A R C A S T in
Littleton and Miss Mary King of C. P. Small, where a delicious wedding j
X
f 0l tthD'
<Co^ ’
the
Witness the Honorable Clarence He la.
“ Tale of Two W o rld s” 1
a*.-?aT
*hne fh?,rtpffr"a P .Vn'f
of the 8411(1 Court, and the seal
Houlton were guests of Mr. and Mrs. supper was served. In the evening j
sion ofsaid District on the 1st day
of thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi
- t m y in w h i c h t he q u e s t i o n o f r a c i a l i O c t o b e r , A. D. 1921.
Ftank Fitzpatrick on Sunday.
sion of said district, on the 1st day of
a host of friends gathered and gave j
b a r r i e r s a l m o s t w r e c k s t he r o m a n c e o f a
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
October, A. D. 1921.
them a seranade and their best
w e a l t h y c u r i o c o l l e c t o r a n d a w h i t e gi rl
Deputy Clerk.
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
wishes for a long and happy wedded Money beck without question
reti red in t he
home
of
a
C h i n a m a n . A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Deputy Clerk.
if H U N T ’S G U A R A N T E E D
life.
A true copy of petition and order thereon
Dr. F. O. Hill is still confined to his
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN,
T w o reel Sunshine comedy a l s o
Mutt
SKIN DISEASE REMEDIES
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hemore
are
spending
Attest:
ISABEL
SHEEHAN,
(Hunt'e Salve and Soap),fail in
home by illness.
a n d Jeff.
Deputy Clerk
Deputy Clerk.
their honeymoon at their camp at B the treatment of Itch, Eczema,
P. B. Bubar and wife are in Bangor lake. Later they are going to Mill- Ringworm,Tetter
or other itch
thia week visiting relatives.
ing akin dieeaeee. Try thie
inocket where the groom has a posi treatment
at our riek.
Mrs. M. C. Bird of Ashland is in tion.
L. A. Barker & Co., Oakfleld, Maine
town this week visiting friends.
Mrs. Geo. W. Bull left by the
evening train Saturday for Boston for
a visit with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Mooney of the G. N. I
P. Co., who have lived here the past |
year, moved to their home in Bangor
’E sell Furniture, Stoves
Saturday.
Miss Opal Fletcher has accepted a |
and Pianos cheaper than
position as stenographer in Alumni j
any store in Eastern Maine
ball, U. of M. and left Monday mom-1
lug for Orono.
;
because we pay no rent and our
There will be a chicken supper at
the vestry of the Methodist church on j
costs of doing business are much
next Saturday evening, 5 to 7 o’clock.
Everybody invited to come.
I
lower
A party consisting of Mr. and M rs.;
Clinton McLeod, Mr. and Mrs. Howard :
Good, Mrs. Robt. McLeod, Mr. and j
i
rd
♦
Mrs. Harry Sharp and Guy C. Fletcher j
i
are enjoying this week in the woods ,
»
hunting.
»
i
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EAST HODGDON

Week of Oct. 3,1921

Tem ple T heatre
WEDNESDAY

LETTER B

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

ECZEMA!

MONTICELLO

w

HODGDON

J. E. Tarbell & Sons

LINNEUS
Chas. Eastman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Faud Eastman, has been real sick the
past week.
Mrs. Claud Ruth was the week-end
guest o f Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sawyer
in Houlton.
Mrs. Therodore Sterritt of Mill-

A ITCH?

M oney d im
without
If HUNTS GUARANTEED
•PON DISBASS RBMBDIBS
(Huttfi Sahro nndSoop), fcll in
tbitrMtnnt of Itch,
Rtagwonn,T«ttor or other Itch
ing Skin dioooM*. Try this

tnstMoat at our rttk

A Co.. Oakfleld, Maine

♦

i
i
i
«
__•

Smyrna Mills, Maine

Mrs. Bartlett of Orient was the !
guest of friends here last week.
The Misses Marion Ingraham and ,
Bessie Wiggin ase teaching school
at Moro.
Mrs. Hanscombe of Boston was tho
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sterritt
last week.
Mr. Parker McQuarrie had the mis
fortune to break his arm last week
while cranking a Ford truck.
Rev. and Mrs. D. A. MacKinnon
son Hector and Mrs. MacKinnon’s
sister left on Wednesday for Halifax,
N. S.
Mrs. Melbourne McDonald and
children of Dyer Brook who have
been visiting here, returned home last
The Hodgdon Chautauqua will open
at Hodgdon Mills, Oct. 13. There will
be a concert by the Russian Quartette
during the afternoon and also in the
evening.
The three days Chautauqua at
Hodgdon Mills consisting of lectures
and concerts each afternoon and
evening, will be followed by a free
program Sunday evening.
A great many from this town at
tended the funeral service of Mr.
Lester J. Lancaster at Houlton last j
week. The sympathy of many friends
is extended to the family and rela
tives in their great bereavement.

B ram ley

♦
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Tho new dress style which promises to be as much of
a success as the GUIMPE dresses are
Just the thing for Winter wear for Misses and Women
up to size js. this new Bramley Dress is made of an
all w o o l V e l o u r Cloth. Two pieces. The Skirt is knife
pleated, and tin blouse is a sort of a Middy style with
<entrustiuu eolor collars and cuffs.
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.\s iiMial this store has taken tin’ lead in b r i n g i n g this
new st\Ie to t o w n , and f o r a sh or t tinm o nl y w e will
of fer t hi> ext - a o r d i n a r v g a rm e n t f or o n l v
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Colors Nav>. Copen. Reindeer, Brown
'<> our window display of these dresses now
Variety

Value

Service

Style

u

“ So well shaped
for Paring”

Your hands don’t tiro using a paring
knife that’s correctly shaped. Keen,
lasting edges make work faster and
easier.
For paring and cutting up fruit and
vegetables for canning get a Win
chester knife. It will save time and
labor.
Other

Winchester
Knives
Every
Use

for

L. A . Barker Company
O akfield, M a in e

y//M Cff£ST£R

store
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Joe Bernstein
Everything

for

Ladies

and

Children

